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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we study and develop iterative methods for solving the linear systems
arising from discretisations of the Helmholtz equation. The Helmholtz equation is
the simplest model used to describe high frequency wave scattering, and hence arises
in many applications. Therefore it is of practical importance for there to be robust
numerical methods for the solution of the Helmholtz equation, which is the focus of
this thesis.
Throughout this thesis we consider as our model problem the Helmholtz equation in
a bounded domain subject to an impedance boundary condition which is an approx-
imation of the so called Sommerfeld radiation condition. Once the PDE problem is
then discretised with, say, low order finite elements the resulting system matrix is com-
plex, symmetric and non-Hermitian. However for large values of the wavenumber k
the solution of the Helmholtz equation is highly oscillatory and therefore a number
of grid points growing at least as fast as O (k) must be chosen to ensure an accurate
solution. The consequence of this is that for large k, or equivalently large domains, the
system matrix will be very large. Therefore direct solvers are no longer a viable choice,
and hence we turn instead to cheaper iterative solvers. In this thesis we consider the
Schwarz domain decomposition as our choice of iterative method and preconditioner.
Throughout we shall prove theoretical results which show that this algorithm con-
verges with a number of iterations which grows like k with a fractional exponent. This
exponent differs depending on the interface condition and overlap.
A new theory is developed for the optimised non-overlapping Schwarz method for the
Helmholtz equation with an absorbing term. The optimised method works by first
replacing the multiplier in the standard impedance condition with a general complex
number determined by minimising the convergence rate of the Schwarz method. The
i
interface condition is known as an optimised interface condition. The consequence of
this is that we can improve upon the previous methods with Dirichlet and standard
impedance conditions. This is verified theoretically and then numerically by testing
the Dirichlet, impedance and optimised interface conditions using the Schwarz method
on some model problems.
There are however situations where we cannot solve the optimisation problem resulting
from the Schwarz method exactly. This situation arises when we consider higher order
approximations for the interface condition, and when we use overlap in the optimised
method. Instead of solving the problem theoretically we solve it numerically to obtain
the multiplier required for the optimised interface condition. What we observe in the
numerical experiments is that we can improve the convergence of the Schwarz algorithm
further.
Finally in this thesis we develop a new preconditioner which combines the ideas of the
optimised Schwarz domain decomposition method with the sweeping precondtioner of
Engquist and Ying to form a hybrid preconditioner. This hybrid preconditioner is
used within GMRES, and tested in numerical computations on large scale geological
problems, including some 3D examples. What we find is that this new preconditioner
can converge very quickly. However, we also highlight areas which could be improved
using other techniques which we outline as further work to be considered.
ii
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The study of fast and robust numerical methods for computing the solution of wave
propagation problems is an area of interest with a broad range of applications, such as
medical physics and seismology. In the latter discipline a problem, which is of particular
interest to those working in the oil and gas industry, is seismic imaging.
One particular example of seismic imaging as depicted in Figure 1-1 is described here.
A boat goes out to sea trailing behind it a cable of hydrophones. A seismic shot (also
referred to as a source) is fired from a source producing sound waves which propagate
downwards, reflecting off the sea bed (and also sub-surface structures). These reflected
waves (echoes) are then recorded by the hydrophones. (See the reference [16] for more
details of the practical side of Seismology which is beyond the scope of this thesis.)
Experimentally acquired reflective seismic data is then used to determine whether this
particular location is good for drilling. The aim is to determine from the seismic data
the characteristics of wave propagation in this particular area of sea, which tells us
about the particular properties of the rock formations under the sea bed. From these
rock properties we can determine if this domain of interest may contain hydrocarbons
and is therefore a good location to drill for oil. This type of problem is an example of
an inverse problem. One method to do the inversion is so called full waveform inversion
(FWI) [55] . In this method we solve the inverse problem by solving the corresponding
forward problem (in time-dependent form) and comparing that to our actual seismic









where ∆ is the Laplacian, F is a forcing function (for example our source) and c is
the speed of the waves at which the time and spatially varying wave U propagates.
Then if we are given a starting model of the material properties in the domain we are
interested in (for the above equation that would be the wave speed c) we then use the
forward model to numerically simulate the propagation of acoustic waves in this domain
given a certain source. The numerical results are then compared to the experimental
seismic data, our starting model of the material properties is then updated using some
suitable objective function and this process is carried on iteratively until the physical
and simulated results reach a good level of agreement. Therefore at the end of this
iterative process we should end up with a model which accurately describes the material
properties in the domain of interest.
Figure 1-1: Cartoon [43] of the typical scenario for the acquisition of reflective seismic data.
The important thing to identify from the above process is that this inversion process
involves solving the forward problem many times. Therefore it is of great interest
to have numerical methods which solve the discrete form of (1.1) efficiently. Also we
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should make the reader aware that the typical domain size for problems of this type are
several kilometres in depth and often tens to hundreds of kilometres in width/length,
and as the resulting waves oscillate many times the resulting linear systems which we
solve become massive and pose problems for even the most efficient direct solvers. The
reasons for this will be mentioned towards the end of this chapter.
1.2 The Helmholtz equation
Often it is more convenient to solve the forward problem (1.1) in the so called frequency
domain [48], [49] as it results in solving a PDE problem which is time independent. We
formulate the frequency domain form of the wave equation starting from (1.1). If we
then consider that the waves U(x, t) are assumed to be time-harmonic (i.e. the time
variation is sinusoidal) then we can separate the solution into those parts which are
time and spatially varying in the following way
U(x, t) := u(x)e−iωt,










Therefore we can see that the wave equation reduces to the so called Helmholtz equa-
tion
∆u+ k2u = −f. (1.2)
where we assume F (x, t) = f(x)e−iωt. Here k = ω/c is known as the wavenumber and
describes the spatial frequency of the wave. It is also possible by assuming that the
waves are time harmonic to reduce the Maxwell equations and also the elastic wave
equation to systems of Helmholtz type equations. Therefore the Helmholtz equation is
integral to the study of wave propagation, and hence much research has gone into the
study of its solutions and the efficient numerical computation of these solutions. We
will now formulate the model exterior scattering problem and show how this relates
to the interior impedance problem which we consider as the model problem for our
3
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study.
1.3 The exterior scattering problem and the model inte-
rior problem
We consider the model Helmholtz problem on an unbounded domain in the context of
an exterior scattering problem. We define this problem as the following.
Definition 1.1:
The exterior Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation is as follows. We seek a
solution u which satisfies the Helmholtz equation in the exterior domain, Ω′ := Rd \ Ω
(where d denotes the dimension), to the scatterer, Ω, which has a Lipschitz boundary
Γ. That is we solve
∆u+ k2u = 0, in Ω′,
u = −uI , on Γ,
}
(1.3)










, as r →∞. (1.4)
Physically there is an incident wavefield uI(x) which propagates in Ω
′, and interacts
with the boundary Γ of an obstacle Ω producing a scattered field u. This scattered
wavefield satisfies (1.3) and the far field condition (1.4) which ensures that all scattered





Figure 1-2: Illustration of scattering in 2D. In this plot an incident wavefield uI is propagating
in the direction of the vector a. Our scatterer is denoted Ω with it’s boundary Γ.
This problem is known to have a unique solution for all k [12]. Although there are
techniques for tackling (1.3), (1.4) on unbounded domains, most numerical methods
for solving the Helmholtz equation consider approximating the problem on a bounded
4
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domain. If one truncates the domain of the previously considered exterior scattering
problem to a ball of radius R, say BR (see Figure 1-3), then provided R is large enough
[29] we can place an absorbing boundary condition on BR which approximates the
radiation condition (1.4). The simplest choice is the impedance boundary condition (or
sometimes called Robin condition) of the form,
∂u
∂n
− iku = 0, on BR, (1.5)




Figure 1-3: Illustration of the truncation of the previous exterior scattering problem of Figure
1-2 to a ball of radius R, BR.
of (1.3), (1.4) consists of the following problem on Ω′
∆u+ k2u = 0, in Ω′,
u = −uI , on Γ,
∂u
∂r
− iku = 0, on BR.
 (1.6)
An even simpler model problem is the one obtained by ignoring the scatterer Ω al-
together. This is the so called interior impedance problem where we are solving for
the wavefield inside a bounded domain Ω with an impedance boundary condition on
∂Ω. This is stated in (1.7). We include a forcing term f on the right hand side of
the Helmholtz equation. In this case the incident field would be generated from an
internal (for example a point source) or an external force (for example an incoming
plane wave). We consider also that the resulting scattered field is created from re-
flections at the boundary of the domain or possibly internally if the wavenumber k
5
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varies throughout the domain, and hence for simplicity we omit the scatterer Ω′ in the
following definition.
Definition 1.2:
We say that u satisfies the interior impedance problem
∆u+ k2u = −f, in Ω ⊂ Rd,
∂u
∂n
− iku = g, on ∂Ω,
 (1.7)
where Ω is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rd with boundary ∂Ω, and f and g are
functions to be chosen.
Most of this thesis is about the solution of (1.7). This is used as a model problem
in many other studies [38], [39], [44], [59] (among many others). The boundary value
problem (1.7) also has a unique solution for all k [37]. If for example f ∈ L2 (Ω)
and g ∈ L2 (∂Ω) then there is a unique u ∈ H1 (Ω) which satisfies (1.7) in weak
form. Analytical solutions are very difficult to obtain or no longer possible for most
interesting applications, for example if the wavenumber k is highly variable in the
domain Ω. Therefore we consider discretising (1.7) using the finite element method
(FEM) and computing the solution numerically. We could use other discretisation
schemes and in Chapter 5 we discuss the corresponding discretisation using the finite
difference method.
1.4 The finite element method (FEM)
We start by disctretising (1.7) by the conventional finite element method and forming
the resulting linear system. Afterwards we discuss some of the issues that the con-
ventional finite element method has when approximating solutions of the Helmholtz
equation as k becomes large.
We start by writing (1.7) in so called weak variational form, that is we multiply the









We then use Green’s first identity (or one can think of this as integrating by parts in

















































Therefore our problem now is to find u ∈ H1 (Ω) such that



















The next step in the finite element method is to decompose our bounded domain Ω
into a mesh of elements e.g. triangles (2D) or tetrahedra in (3D), where we define the
mesh width as h. An example of this is given in Figure 1-4. The vertices of these
elements we call the nodes ni of the mesh, where there are N nodes in total and hence
i = 1, ..., N . We now choose to use the simplest choice of piecewise linear finite elements
(hat functions) on our mesh. To start we define the set of basis functions φi : Ω → R
which are defined at the nodes ni in the following way
• φi (ni) = δij ,
• φi is linear on each element of the mesh, and
• φi vanishes on elements which do not contain ni.
If we return to the problem (1.8), we approximate the problem by seeking uh ∈ Vh :=
span {φi} such that
a(uh, vh) = b(vh), for all v ∈ Vh. (1.11)
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and noting that a(., .) is a sesquilinear form, we see that (1.11) is equivalent to
N∑
j=1
a (φj , φi)Uj = b (φi) , i = 1, . . . , N.
by parts If we recall the form of (1.9) and (1.10) then the above equation can be written
as the following linear system of equations,
AU = b, (1.13)
where we solve for the unknown coefficients U ∈ CN and substitute these into our
ansatz (1.12) to obtain the solution of (1.8). The majority of this thesis is about the












Figure 1-4: Example of a finite element mesh on Ω = (−1, 1)2
efficient iterative solution of (1.13)
Before we discuss solving (1.13) we first recall the difficulties in using standard low order
methods such as piecewise linear finite elements to discretise the Helmholtz probelm
(1.7) for large k. Firstly as solutions of the Helmholtz equation are oscillatory and
become more so when k increases (the oscillations occur on a scale of 1/k in general)
one cannot keep a fixed number of grid points. Therefore the convention has been to
take 10 grid points per wavelength to try to maintain accuracy. This means that N is
proportional to kd and hk is bounded. However even this is not enough in some cases
8
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when k gets very large due to the so called pollution effect. For example in [28, §3.4]
the authors consider the following 1D model Helmholtz problem
∂2xu (x) + k
2u (x) = f (x) , for x ∈ (0, 1) ,
u (0) = 0,
∂xu (1)− iku (1) = 0,
The authors show that the relative error of the finite element method in the H1 norm
has the following bound (assuming that hk is constant)
‖u− uh‖H1
‖u‖H1
≤ C1hk + C2k3h2,
where uh is the finite element approximate solution and C1, C2 are constants indepen-
dent of k. Therefore the above bound tells one that even if hk is chosen small enough
so as to control the first term (the approximation error) on the right hand side, the
second term (the effect due to numerical pollution) cannot be controlled and the rel-
ative error may blow up. To bound the relative error independently of k then a more
restrictive assumption that hk
3
2 is bounded should be adopted. In higher dimensions
it is conjectured that having hk
3
2 bounded is also sufficient to remove pollution but
such a result is not known rigorously and only hk2 bounded is known to be sufficient.
The consequence of this is that the growth of the total number of grid points N ∼ k2d
which leads to very large system matrices A which can make the method numerically























Figure 1-5: Solution of (1.13) where b =
1, k = 20 and hk = 53 . A has 144 nodes.
Figure 1-6: Solution of (1.13) where b =
1, k = 20 and hk2 < 1. A has 1048576
nodes.
Much research [11], [25], [37] (among others) has been dedicated to numerical discreti-
sation methods which reduce the effects of numerical pollution for variational formula-
tions of the Helmholtz equation . For example the ultra weak variational formulation
9
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(UWVF) [11] which uses fundamental solutions of the Helmholtz equation as its basis
functions, or other methods [41] which formulate a variational form which is coer-
cive. However these methods are somewhat orthogonal to the ideas in this thesis, and
also they are more complicated to implement due to the choice of more exotic basis
functions.
The pollution effect is mostly mentioned for large k on domains of unitary size which
are often referred to as high frequency problems as k = ω/c where ω is the angular
frequency. Consider instead that our domain is very large, say x ∈ (0, L)2 where L 1,





u(x) = 0, x ∈ (0, L)2
However we could rescale the spatial coordinates to relate the large domain and one on



















So we see that problems on very large domains L 1 with moderate k are equivalent to
high frequency problems on a domain of unitary size. Therefore accurate discretisation
schemes are also of importance to those working on large industrial scale problems with
moderate values of k.
1.5 Solution of the linear system












= Si,j − k2Mi,j − ikBi,j (1.14)










where φj are our piecewise linear basis functions and i, j = 1, . . . N . The matrices S, M
and B are referred to respectively as the stiffness matrix, mass matrix and boundary
mass matrix. These matrices are sparse, symmetric and have real valued entries and
therefore the system matrix A will be sparse, symmetric but has complex entries and
is non-Hermitian. When N is small enough one would just solve (1.13) using a direct
solver but as mentioned previously our system matrix can be very large (for some 3D
models > O (108)) and therefore the memory required to form the matrix may be
prohibitive. Therefore we could consider using an iterative method to solve the linear
system as many iterative methods require only the action of A multiplied by a vector
and so the large matrix A doesn’t need to be formed. However using an iterative
method alone is not an option as the matrix A is not well enough behaved and there
are very few convergence results for solving it iteratively. Indeed in general one expects
that iterative methods without preconditioning will perform very badly when solving
(1.13).
This thesis is concerned with the construction of effective preconditioners P to allow
for fast and accurate numerical solutions of the preconditioned linear system,
PAU = Pb (1.15)
using iterative solvers such as GMRES [57]. We shall introduce this particular iterative
solver and the preconditioning techniques considered in the next chapter. We write
(1.15) in the left preconditioning form but most of what we do can also be used in right
preconditioning.
The class of preconditioner that we consider are the so called shifted Laplace type
preconditioners which are formed from the following problem
∆u+ k2u+ iu = −f, in Ω,
∂
∂n
u− iηu = g, on ∂Ω,
 (1.16)
where η,  ∈ R+ and all other variables are defined as previously for (1.7). If the
boundary value problem (1.16) is discretised with piecewise linear finite elements then
we obtain the following linear system,
AU = b. (1.17)
The advantage of using (1.16) is that the introduction of the term i introduces artificial
damping into the problem. The consequence of this is that the resulting system matrix
A is better behaved than A, in the sense that the corresponding boundary of the field
of values of A is bounded away from the origin (this will be discussed in more detail
11
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in the next chapter). Therefore solving (1.17) using a standard iterative method is no
longer as difficult. We then form preconditioners P by approximating the inverse of
A. We shall define these preconditioners as B
−1
 .
We choose to use domain decomposition to approximate the inverse of A and hence
construct P in (1.15), one could use another method such as one Multigrid v-cycle as
was used in [58], [59]. In Chapter 5 we recall the sweeping preconditioner [5]. Since this
method requires the direct solution of many large subproblems (especially in 3D) we
consider modifications in which the direct solve is replaced by a domain decomposition
approximation. More details of these other methods is discussed in §2.2 and in Chapter
5. In §2.2 it is shown that if we choose  such that:
(1) our approximate inverse B−1 is an effective preconditioner for the system (1.17)
and
(2) A−1 (the exact inverse) is an effective preconditioner of (1.13)
then B−1 is also an effective preconditioner for (1.13). However the requirements posed
by (1) and (2) are contradictory. In order for (1) to be true then ideally  should be
large, as when  gets larger then the solving the system (1.17) by an iterative method
becomes easier (this is explained further in Chapter 3). However for (2) to be satisfied
 should be as small as possible. The reason for this is that when  = 0 then A−1A = 1
which is the optimal scenario for an iterative solver such as GMRES. Therefore choosing
an  which satisfies both (1) and (2) is not a trivial task, and a rigorous analysis for this
remains an open question. To display this we show in Figures 1-7 and 1-8 the numerical
solutions of (1.13) (left) and (1.17) (right, with  = k2) respectively with k = 60, b = 1
and hk
3
2 bounded. It is visible that introducing an artificial damping greatly reduces
the number of oscillations in the solution and iterative solution. However a consequence
of introducing too much damping is that solutions of (1.17) do not closely resemble
those of original problem (1.13) that we want to solve. Therefore one would naively
not expect A−1 A to be close to 1.
In chapters 2, 3 and 4 we develop methods which solve (1.17) quickly and discuss the
construction of good preconditioners B−1 for (1.17). Then in Chapter 5 we use these
methods to motivate the choice of P in (1.15).




Figure 1-7: Solution of (1.13) where b =
1, k = 60 and hk
3
2 = 1. A has 872356
nodes.
Figure 1-8: Solution of (1.17) where b =
1, k = 60,  = k2 and hk
3
2 = 1. A has
872356 nodes.
1.6 Main contributions of this thesis
This thesis contributes the following:
1. The alternating Schwarz algorithm [52] is applied to the interior Helmholtz prob-
lem with absorbing term i (1.16). In a model two domain setting a Fourier
analysis is performed on this algorithm to derive its rate of convergence ρ which
can be found in Theorem 2.10. Then asymptotic expressions are calculated for the
maximum of the convergence rate as k →∞ when a Dirichlet (Corollary 2.23) or
impedance condition (Theorem’s 2.27, 2.28, 2.29 and 2.30 ) is used on the inter-
face between subdomains. It is shown that when the Dirichlet condition is used
overlap between subdomains is required for the algorithm to converge, see The-
orem 2.21. However, when an impedance condition is used the non-overlapping
algorithm converges.
2. Following from this, in Chapter 3, a zeroth order optimised interface condition is
calculated by solving a minimax problem involving the convergence rate for the
non-overlapping Schwarz method. The result is given in Theorem 3.2. The max-
imum of the convergence rate is then computed, see Corollary 3.3, for increasing
k with this new choice of interface condition and it can be seen that the rate of
convergence now does not degrade as strongly as k → ∞, compared to the the
case when Dirichlet or impedance condition is used. Furthermore when  = k2 it
is shown that the number of Schwarz iterations is bounded independently of k,
for k increasing.
3. Zeroth order optimised conditions for the overlapping Schwarz method and second
order optimised for the non-overlapping Schwarz method are studied numerically
13
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in Chapter 4. We show, in Corollaries 4.2 and 4.5, that compared to the perfor-
mance of the non-overlapping Schwarz method, if we either use overlap or use a
higher order interface condition we reduce the growth with respect to k of the
maximum of the convergence rate of the Schwarz algorithm. We observe a further
improvement in performance in our numerical computations
4. Finally in Chapter 5 a new Hybrid preconditioner (P in (1.15)) is introduced
which replaces the direct solves in the sweeping preconditioner [5] with GMRES
preconditioned with an optimised Schwarz method where the interface conditions
on subdomains use the optimised Schwarz interface conditions calculated in this
Thesis. The numerical method is then tested by solving (1.15) using some large
scale industrial model data including problems in 3D. The number of iterations
taken by the new algorithm are shown to scale well when k increases.
1.7 Outline of this thesis
The structure of the thesis is the following:
• In Chapter 2 we give a detailed introduction to the generalized minimal residual
method (GMRES) and review some convergence theory results involving the field
of values of the system matrix. We then introduce the so called shifted Laplace
preconditioner. A short literature review §2.2.1 of shifted Laplace preconditioners
is given where we discuss the works of previous authors and their findings.
The Schwarz method is then introduced in section 2.3 and a Fourier analysis of the
two subdomain algorithm for the iterative solution of (1.16) is given. This results
in the calculation of an expression for the convergence rate of the algorithm. In the
remainder of the chapter we then examine how the choice of interface condition
and the use of overlap influence the maximum of the convergence rate. We do
this by looking at the behaviour of the leading order terms of the maximum of
the convergence rate for increasing k. Considerable analysis of asymptotics is
required.
• In Chapter 3 we develop a zeroth order optimised interface condition for the
non-overlapping Schwarz method. The parameter in this interface condition is
found by solving a minimax problem involving the maximum of the convergence
rate. The analysis is rigorous and novel. We then show that the maximum of
the convergence rate of the non-overlapping Schwarz method with zeroth order
interface condition does not grow as quickly with k compared to the Schwarz
method with interface conditions examined in Chapter 2 as k increases.
14
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• In Chapter 4 we present two numerical studies involving the Schwarz method.
In the first set we examine a zeroth order optimised interface condition for the
overlapping Schwarz method and also a second order optimised interface condition
for the non-overlapping Schwarz method. The parameters used for both of these
interface conditions are found by numerically solving a given minimax problem.
The results of these numerical experiments are then used to conjecture how the
parameters in the optimised interface conditions grow with k for k increasing.
We also examine the influence these new interface conditions have on the growth
of the maximum of the convergence rate for k increasing. It is shown that both
of these new conditions lead to a better iterative method than that studied in
chapters 2, 3.
In the second set of numerical experiments we implement the two subdomain
Schwarz method as an iterative solver for the solution of (1.17). We then test the
resulting convergence of some of the methods of Chapter 2, 3 and 4 in terms of the
number of iterations taken to reach a user defined exit criterion. What we show is
that using optimised methods do indeed improve the convergence of the Schwarz
method compared to the standard impedance condition. Also that using even
the smallest amount of overlap gives a noticeable improvement in convergence.
We also test the Schwarz method as a preconditioner for the system (1.17) and
observe similar results.
• In Chapter 5 we start by giving an introduction to the sweeping preconditioner [5]
by relating it to the classical Thomas algorithm for solving tri-diagonal systems.
We then introduce a new hybrid preconditioner which replaces the direct solves
used in the sweeping preconditioner with GMRES preconditioned with an opti-
mised Schwarz domain decomposition method. Details of the method are given
and finally numerical results are performed on large scale 2D and 3D industrial
model problems. The numerical results show that this method shows a small
growth in the number of iterations as k increases, however some work needs to
be done to improve its scalability in 3D.
• Lastly in Chapter 6 we provide a brief review of the thesis and some concluding
remarks, along with some comments on future works and extensions on what has
been done in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
ITERATIVE METHODS AND PRECONDITIONING
In this chapter we start by briefly introducing the Generalised Minimal Residual method
(abbreviated as GMRES) an iterative solution method for solving linear systems of
equations, developed by Saad and Schultz [57]. The complexity of GMRES is then be
considered, before moving on to a discussion on preconditioning techniques which aim
to speed up its convergence. The Field of Values of a matrix will be defined and its
relation to the convergence of GMRES discussed.
After this general introduction a review of the more specific use of absorption in the
construction of preconditioners for the Helmholtz equation will be given and conver-
gence results presented.
Finally we will introduce domain decomposition methods and we will explain how they
can function either as iterative methods or as preconditioners. Firstly we will discuss
a more general framework for domain decomposition and then the specific optimised
variant that we focus on.
For clarity we redefine the interior model Helmholtz problem (defined previously in
(1.7)) that we consider solving,
∆u+ k2u = −f, in Ω ⊂ Rd where d = 2, 3,
∂
∂n
u− iku = g, on ∂Ω,
 (2.1)
where k ∈ R+, ∂∂n denotes the normal derivative and Ω is a bounded domain. We also
specify that f ∈ L2 (Ω) and g ∈ L2 (∂Ω). We recall from § 1.4 that discretising (2.1)
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using low-order finite elements results in a linear system of the form,
AU = b, (2.2)
where we recall from (1.14) that,
A = S − k2M − ikB,
Hence A is a complex, non-Hermitian (as A 6= A∗), large and sparse matrix. The
matrices S, M and B are given in (1.14). In the following we consider solving (2.2)
with an iterative method.
2.1 Krylov methods and GMRES
Iterative methods are commonly used when the system matrix A is difficult to invert, it
could be dense or very large, the latter being the case with applications of the Helmholtz
equation. Iterative methods are in a way very intuitive: one starts with an initial guess
U0 and then generates consecutive solutions Um, by some iterative process. Which
are, one hopes, more accurate approximations to the solution of (2.2). GMRES falls
into a category of iterative methods known as Krylov methods. Such methods are
characterised by choosing each successive approximate solution, Um, from a Krylov
space Km (A, b), which is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1:
The Krylov subspace of order m is the linear space generated by the n × n matrix A
and vector b ∈ Rn, defined as,
Km (A, b) := span{b, Ab, A2b, . . . , Am−1b}. (2.3)
GMRES chooses its next approximate solution by finding the Um ∈ Km (A, b) which
minimises the Euclidean norm of the residual, b−AUm. However the vectors
{b, Ab, . . . , Am−1b}, which serve as a basis for (2.3), can become nearly linearly depen-
dent. Consequently it is necessary to use some orthogonalisation method to construct a
set of vectors q1, . . . ,qm which are also a basis for (2.3). This is achieved using Arnoldi’s
method which uses a modified Gram-Schmidt process to construct an orthonormal ba-
sis for (2.3). Modified Gram-Schmidt is used as it ensures orthogonality of each newly
constructed vector, even if there are pre-existing rounding errors. This is not always
true of classical Gram-Schmidt [36] which can suffer from a loss of orthogonality and
thus instability in the method.
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The Arnoldi method starts by using q1 =
b
‖b‖2 as the basis for K1 (A,b). The next
basis vector, q2 for K2 (A,b), is formed by orthogonalising the vector Aq1 such that
q2 = Aq1 − (Aq1,q1), where (., .) denotes an inner product. This process is then
repeated iteratively to form the orthonormal basis {q1, . . . ,qm} for (2.3), and the
vectors qi (i = 1 . . .m) are known as Arnoldi vectors. A pseudocode for the Arnoldi
method is presented in Algorithm 1. If we define Qm = (q1 . . . qm) to be the n×m
Algorithm 1 Arnoldi iteration
1: Define q1 =
b
‖b‖2
2: for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m do
3: qˆj+1 = Aqj
4: for i = 1, 2, . . . , j do
5: hi,j = (qˆj+1, qi)
6: qˆj+1 = qˆj+1 − hi,jqi
7: end for





matrix consisting of the Arnoldi vectors as its columns then it is possible to show that
the Arnoldi method leads to the following matrix decomposition,
AQm = Qm+1Hm+1,m. (2.4)
In the above equation Hm+1,m denotes an upper Hessenberg matrix of size m+ 1×m.
(An Upper Hessenberg matrix is an upper triangular matrix which may have additional
non-zero elements on the off diagonal below the diagonal.)
As we stated previously, the second stage of the GMRES algorithm is concerned with
solving a least squares problem given by (2.5) below. Therefore, using what we know
about the Arnoldi method, if we start the GMRES algorithm with an initial guess U0
then the mth iterate is given by,
Um = U0 +Qmzm,




i.e. zm is chosen such that it minimises the Euclidean norm of the residual. Combining
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Therefore the least squares problem that we have to solve at iteration m of GMRES






The standard approach to solve (2.7) is to use QR factorisation, for details of this we
refer the reader to the following reference [56]. We can now present a pseudocode for
GMRES in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 GMRES algorithm
1: Given an exit tolerance of τ .
2: Initialise U0 = 0.
3: Set q1 =
b
‖b‖2 , Q1 = q1.
4: for i = 1, 2, . . . , do
5: Compute qi+1 using Arnoldi’s method.





7: Solve (2.7) using QR method to find zi.
8: Update solution Ui = U0 +Qi+1zi.




Note in the above algorithm that we have included an exit criterion. In practice one
does not want to run the GMRES algorithm to completion, that is when the exact
solution is achieved. Rather one stops when an iterate is deemed to be close enough to
the solution of (2.2). Here we use the criterion that the relative residual ‖AUi−b‖2‖b‖2 be
less than given a tolerance τ , which is chosen to be small (say 10−6).
We recall that the GMRES algorithm has two main stages: firstly the computation of
the Arnoldi basis vectors by the Arnoldi algorithm, and then the solution of the linear
least squares problem and the update of the solution. We can see from Algorithm 1
that the dominating computational cost of GMRES appears to be the matrix vector
product Aqj , which for a general dense matrix would cost O(n2). However, as A is a
sparse matrix which reduces the cost to O(n). The other overhead is the Gram-Schmidt
process itself which costs O(m2n) [23, §5.2.8].
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The remaining cost in the GMRES algorithm comes from solution of the least squares
problem (2.7). This can at best be O(m2n) using an efficient QR algorithm as men-
tioned in [33, § 3.5]. Hence the overall computational complexity of the GMRES
algorithm is O(m2n). For fixed n the complexity grows as O(m2), where m is the iter-
ation number, if the number of iterations becomes quite large (which is often the case
without the application of a preconditioner) then the algorithm can become costly. A
variant of GMRES which can help is restarted GMRES, commonly called GMRES(r).
In GMRES(r) the full GMRES algorithm is restarted every r iterations. The current
iterate is then used as the new initial guess and restarts the iteration. This can improve
the rate of convergence of GMRES, and cut down on the storage and amount of work
to be done. However there is little theoretical guidance as to how to best choose the
restart parameter.
2.2 Convergence of GMRES and Preconditioning the Helmholtz
equation
We now briefly introduce some convergence results for GMRES. Much of the literature
on convergence of Krylov methods, see [24] for example, deals with the case when the
system matrix is Hermitian and involves condition number estimates. This is not useful
for the solution of (2.2) as the system matrix is non-Hermitian. We present convergence
results from [2] and [17], which give an upper bound for the relative residual for GMRES
involving the field of values of the system matrix. Finally we introduce some recent
work which examines how (at least in theory) one can precondition the specific system
(2.2) arising from (2.1) such that GMRES converges independently of the wavenumber
k.
We start by defining the field of values for a matrix, and some general convergence
results for GMRES.
Definition 2.2:
The field of values (or numerical range) of the n× n matrix B is the following,
W (B) := {(Bx,x) : x ∈ Cn, ‖x‖2 = 1} , (2.8)
where (., .) denotes the Euclidean inner product.
The field of values contains all of the eigenvalues. It is easy to see this as if v is a unit
eigenvector of a matrix B with corresponding eigenvalue λ, that is Bv = λv where
‖v‖2 = 1. Then it follows that λ = v∗Bv ∈ W (B) by the definition above. We now
present the main Theorem concerning convergence of the GMRES algorithm.
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Theorem 2.3:
If the linear system BU = c is solved using GMRES then the mth residual, rm =
BUm − c, for m ≥ 0 satisfies the following upper bound,
‖rm‖2
‖r0‖2 ≤ sin
m β, where cosβ =
dist (0,W (B))
‖B‖2 . (2.9)
The proof of this originally appeared in the PhD thesis of Elman [17]. The above
Theorem tells one that if we can show that sinβ < 1 then the relative residual of the
GMRES algorithm does indeed converge, i.e. ‖rm‖2‖r0‖2 → 0 as m → ∞. The following
Corollary to Theorem 2.3 shows one that this is indeed true under certain assump-
tions. Of course it is more interesting to make sinβ as small as possible and then the
convergence rate will be fast.
Corollary 2.4:
If we assume that ‖I−B‖2 ≤ σ < 1, where I is the n× n identity matrix then,
cosβ ≥ 1− σ
1 + σ





Proof. Firstly if we assume that ‖I −B‖2 ≤ σ then,
‖B‖2 = ‖ − (I−B) + I‖2, then using the triangle inequality,
≤ ‖I−B‖2 + ‖I‖2,
≤ σ + 1. (2.10)

















|(x,x)− ((I−B) x,x) |
1 + σ
using the linearity of the inner product for the second line. Then if we use the reverse
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triangle inequality and the Cauchy Schwarz inequality together,






Hence the result for cosβ in (2.9). The result for sinβ then follows immediately by
squaring cosβ and using the fact that sin2 β + cos2 β = 1.











The previous Corollary tells one that if 0 6∈W (B), then cosβ > 0 and hence sinβ < 1,
and therefore GMRES algorithm is guaranteed to converge. However it is not clear if
this is true when solving the discretisation of the Helmholtz equation (2.2), i.e. when
B = A.
In Table 2.1 we present the number of GMRES iterations to solve (2.2) to a tolerance
of 10−6. In Figure 2-1 we plot the Field of Values of the system matrix A from (2.2)
for a fixed k using an algorithm for computing Field of Values found in [14]. In these
experiments we increase k and fix the mesh spacing h ∼ k− 32 and hence the total
number of grid points N ∼ k3. For this example Ω = (0, 1)2 and we set f = 1, g = 0
in (2.1). We also calculate the distance of the field of values, W (A), from the origin to
provide evidence to support the claim that 0 ∈W (A).
Table 2.1 and Figure 2-1 clearly show that 0 ∈ W (A). But even though there is
no theoretical justification that GMRES should converge it does. However as k is
increased, and N accordingly, the number of GMRES iterations grows rapidly therefore
an adequate preconditioner is required.
k N dist (0,W (A)) Iterations
5 324 0 35
10 2601 0 90
20 20449 0 264
40 162409 0 941
Table 2.1: Number of GMRES iterations and CPU time for the solution of (2.1) with a fixed
k, and total number of grid points N = n2. Here n ∼ k 32 .
Recently much research has focused on preconditioning with the so called shifted
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Figure 2-1: The boundary of the field of values of A for k = 5, 10, 20.
Laplace preconditioner. A brief review of previous literature is given in Section 2.2.1.
This involves using the discretisation of the Helmholtz equation with a complex shift
of i and impedance boundary condition,
−∆u− k2u− iu = f, in Ω,
∂
∂n
u− iηu = g, on ∂Ω,
 (2.11)
where η,  ∈ R+ and all other variables are as previously defined for (2.1). It can be
shown [38, Remark 2.2] that there exists a unique u ∈ H1(Ω) which satisfies (2.11).
Discretising (2.11) with low order finite elements, (which has been our convention)
results in the linear system,
AU = b. (2.12)
Before discussing preconditioning further we shall examine how the field of values and
performance of GMRES changes when we introduce the absorbing term . We repeat
the experiments of Table 2.1 in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 where we increase  = k, k
3
2 , k2.
All other parameters are as previously defined. The corresponding boundaries of the
field of values are plotted in Figures 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4. What we observe from these
results is that as  is increased the bottom left corner of the boundary of the field of
values is rotated away from zero and into the complex plane. This can be observed
best from Figure 2-7 where  = k2. The consequence for iterative solvers is that the
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resultant linear system (2.12) is easier to solve. In Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 we list the
number of GMRES iterations to solve (2.12). What can clearly be seen is that as 
increases the number of iterations decreases, with this fact being more apparent for
larger k.
k N dist (0,W (A)) Iterations
5 324 0.048226 34
10 2601 0.015918 88
20 20449 0.006150 252
40 162409 0.001754 857
Table 2.2: Number of GMRES iterations for the solution of (2.1) with a fixed k, and total
number of grid points N = n2. Here n ∼ k 32 and  = k.
k N dist (0,W (A)) Iterations
5 324 0.109159 33
10 2601 0.050287 82
20 20449 0.027501 220
40 162409 0.010651 557
Table 2.3: Number of GMRES iterations for the solution of (2.11) with a fixed k, and total
number of grid points N = n2. Here n ∼ k 32 and  = k 32 .
k N dist (0,W (A)) Iterations
5 324 0.241953 32
10 2601 0.159204 69
20 20449 0.122994 123
40 162409 0.094611 180
Table 2.4: Number of GMRES iterations for the solution of (2.11) with a fixed k, and total
number of grid points N = n2. Here n ∼ k 32 and  = k2.
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Figure 2-2: The boundary of the field of values of A for k = 5, 10, 20 with  = k.
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Figure 2-4: The boundary of the field of values of A for k = 5, 10, 20 with  = k
2.
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However, we are not interested in solving (2.12) but rather (2.2). Therefore we pre-
condition (2.2) by pre-multiplying (known as left preconditioning) the linear system
(2.2) by a suitable matrix P , or more commonly the action of P generated by some
numerical method. That is we solve
PAU = Pb. (2.13)
We could equally solve instead
APV = b
where U = PV which is known as right preconditioning. The optimal choice would
of course be to choose P = A−1 as A−1A = I. But of course it is not practical to use
A−1 itself as a preconditioner in (2.13), as the inversion of this matrix would be as
expensive as solving the original system (2.2). We instead use some approximation of
A−1, which we shall denote M−1. The hope is that M−1 is both cheap to compute and
close to A−1, i.e. M−1A ≈ I. Many authors have chosen to use an approximation of
A−1 . The reason is that A−1 is close to A−1 for small enough , and solving the linear
system (2.12) is easier than solving (2.2). However the latter becomes increasingly true
for  large enough so there may be conflicting demands on the choice of . Therefore we
construct a preconditioner M−1 which involves approximating A−1 by some numerical
method. The preconditioned system that we solve is,
M−1 AU = M
−1
 b. (2.14)
Recalling 2.4 and replacing B with M−1 A we can see that for GMRES to perform well
we require that ‖I−M−1 A‖ ≤ σ < 1. But how do we choose  for GMRES to converge
independently of k?
A recent paper by Gander, Graham and Spence [38] addresses this issue. If we
write,




≤ ‖I−M−1 A‖2 + ‖M−1 A‖2‖I−A−1 A‖2. (2.15)
Therefore we can see from (2.15) that a sufficient condition for M−1 to be a good
preconditioner for A is that both ‖I −M−1 A‖ and ‖I − A−1 A‖ are small. However
this requires that we satisfy the two following conditions,
(1) That A−1 be an effective preconditioner for A, so ‖I−A−1 A‖2 is small,
(2) and that M−1 be an effective preconditioner for A, so ‖I−M−1 A‖2 is small.
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This unfortunately poses two conflicting requirements on the value of . If (1) is to be
satisfied then  should be small, as the ideal preconditioner for A is A−10 i.e.  = 0.
However for (2) to be satisfied one requirement is that M−1 is cheap to construct. We
can see from from figures 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 that as  increases the field of values gets
further away from the origin. Then Theorem 2.3 tells us that as dist(0,W (A)) > 0
then GMRES will converge faster when solving (2.12) when  increases.
In [38] a rigorous analysis of the first requirement is provided. The main results of this
paper are the following.
Theorem 2.5:
If Ω is a convex polygon or star shaped with respect to a ball (see definition in [38])
and that A and A are formed using low order finite elements on a quasi-uniform mesh
(again defined in [38]). Assume that 
k2
is bounded and η = k. Then given k0 > 0
and C>0, there exist C1, C2>0 (and independent of k,  and the finite element mesh
spacing h) such that if hk2 ≥ C and hk√|k2 − | ≤ C2, then




for all k ≥ k0.
Remark 2.6:
Theorem 2.5 holds if η = k is replaced with η =
√
k2 − i in (2.11).
Theorem 2.7:
If the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 hold, and k is sufficiently small, then GMRES solves
A−1 AU = A−1 b in a number of iterations which is independent of k.
Therefore this tells one that if k is chosen sufficiently small then A
−1
 acts as an optimal
preconditioner for A. The proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 can be found in §4 of
[38].
In Table 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 we give GMRES iteration counts and distance of the field of values
from the origin for the preconditioned system A−1 AU = A−1 1. Boundaries of the field
of values in each case are given in Figures 2-5, 2-6, 2-7. We observe that for increasing
k the boundary of the field of values stays bounded away from the origin and close to
1. This is verified by Figure 2-5. As a result of this we can see that the number of
GMRES iterations stays constant as k increases as predicted by Theorem 2.5. However
if  is increased to  ∼ k 32 or  ∼ k2 say, then the k independent convergence of GMRES
is lost and in fact k now grows with k. Indeed the number of GMRES iterations now
grows with k for this increased choice of . This can be seen in the results of Tables 2.6
and 2.7. When  = k
3
2 the number of iterations increases roughly as log k and if  = k2
the iterations increase linearly with k. This behaviour is expected as the boundary of
the field of values gets closer to 0 as  increases as is shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 and
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in Figures 2-6 and 2-7.
The problem remains to compute a good cheap approximation for A−1 for given  and
that is one main focus of this thesis. In the next section of this chapter we outline a
multiplicative domain decomposition method for the iterative solution of (2.12). The
analysis of this algorithm is given in the following Chapter 3 and numerical experiments
of its use as an iterative method and as a preconditioner for A and A in Chapter 4.





5 324 0.761364 5
10 2601 0.754029 6
20 20449 0.745377 6
40 162409 0.736547 6
Table 2.5: Number of GMRES iterations and CPU time for the solution of A−1 A = A
−1
 1
with a fixed k, and total number of grid points N . Here  = k and n ∼ k 32





5 324 0.541273 6
10 2601 0.453691 8
20 20449 0.338737 11
40 162409 0.227651 14
Table 2.6: Number of GMRES iterations and CPU time for the solution of A−1 A = A
−1
 1
with a fixed k, and total number of grid points N . Here  = k
3
2 and n ∼ k 32





5 324 0.287407 7
10 2601 0.142148 13
20 20449 0.049498 24
40 162409 0.014265 48
Table 2.7: Number of GMRES iterations and CPU time for the solution of A−1 A = A
−1
 1
with a fixed k, and total number of grid points N . Here  = k2 and n ∼ k 32
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Figure 2-5: The boundary of the field of values of A−1 A for k = 5, 10, 20, with  = k.
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Figure 2-7: The boundary of the field of values of A−1 A for k = 5, 10, 20, with  = k
2.
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2.2.1 Previous work on shifted Laplace preconditioners
We now detail some previous literature concerned with the use of so called shifted
Laplace preconditioners. We give details of their choice of  and the different methods
used for forming M−1 .
The earliest known work was proposed in [1]. In this paper the authors used a precon-
ditioner which was formed by an approximation of −∆−1 using a single sweep of SSOR
[51], a variant of Gaussian elimination. In [58] the authors construct a preconditoner by
approximating
(−∆− αk2)−1 with α ∈ C and Im (α) < 0 from one multigrid V-cycle,
or an incomplete ILU factorisation. The resulting spectral properties of M−1α A were
studied numerically. This choice of α, which is equivalent to  ∼ k2 in our notation,
was also used in another paper by the same authors [59]. The choice of  ∼ k2 used
here was motivated by an eigenvalue analysis of a 1D model Helmholtz problem with
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Another study of multigrid for Helmholtz can be found in [44]. Here the authors use
multigrid to solve problems involving A. These authors include a Fourier analysis of
multigrid with the conclusion that  ∼ k2 is needed for multigrid to be a good solver
for A. Also included is an eigenvalue analysis of a finite difference discretisation of A.
This showed that if one chooses  < k then the resultant clustering of the eigenvalues
of A−1 A is close to 1. Therefore this is favourable for a Krylov method, and is the
equivalent to the observations made in [38].
Shifted Laplace precondtioners have also been used for other methods. In [31] one
iteration of a restricted additive Schwarz (RAS) domain decomposition method was
used to approximate A−1 with a choice of  ∼ k2 in M−1 . The motivation here was
mainly through numerical experimentation. Finally the sweeping preconditioner of
Engquist and Ying [5], [6] replaces k2 with (k + iα)2 with α ∈ R in the formation of
M−1α . If we expand (k + iα)
2 = k2+2iαk−α2. Then as α is a constant independent of k
this can be seen to correspond to a choice of  ∼ k in our own notation. This sweeping
preconditioner has proved very effective with numerical evidence of k independent
convergence for some numerical examples. We discuss this method in detail in Chapter
5.
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2.3 The multiplicative Schwarz algorithm with overlap
In the following we develop an optimised Robin type transmission condition for the
Schwarz domain decomposition method when used as an iterative solver for the Helmholtz
equation with an absorbing term . The analysis is on a simplified model case with
two subdomains. This method can also be used as a preconditioner by using a finite
number of iterates to approximate A−1 . Firstly the algorithm is presented and then a
Fourier analysis performed to derive the corresponding convergence rate of the Schwarz
algorithm. We then detail some possible low order choices of transmission condition
and show how these influence the convergence of the algorithm.
2.3.1 Review of previous work on optimised Schwarz methods for
Helmholtz problems
There has been much literature dedicated to optimised Schwarz methods for solving
the Laplace equation and the Helmholtz equation. The main motivation for looking at
optimised methods is that the alternating Schwarz method [8] (where Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions are used on the interfaces) does not converge in general for large k when
applied to the Helmholtz equation (2.1). Nonetheless, in [10] the Additive Schwarz
algorithm (a variant of the classical alternating method, see [8]) was applied to the
Helmholtz equation with a fine coarse space so as to ensure convergence. Unfortu-
nately as the coarse space was required to be almost as fine as the fine grid it was not
practical for large k. Another early application of the classical alternating algorithm to
Helmholtz problems (in fact, more generally, to Maxwell’s equations) was in [3] where
the Dirichlet interface conditions of the classical alternating method were changed to
those of Robin type. It was found that this different choice of interface condition leads
to a domain decomposition method which was convergent. This method was then em-
ployed also in the following papers [4], [15], [30] among others. The idea of using Robin
type interface conditions actually pre-dates the previous authors and was introduced
for the non-overlapping Schwarz method by Lions in [35]. Here the author mentions
that the constants in the Robin interface conditions could be replaced by functions or
local or non-local operators. This statement, at the end of the paper, seems to be the
first mention of what later became known as optimised Schwarz methods. What has
followed in the last decade has seen the optimised Schwarz methods applied to many
PDE problems including the Helmholtz and Maxwell problems. We give the following
references specific to the Helmholtz problem; for the non-overlapping method [21], [39],
[40] and for the overlapping method [22]. The main advantages of optimised Schwarz
methods are:
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• That they do not require overlap to converge, and are guaranteed to converge
quicker than the classical Schwarz method i.e. Dirichlet interface conditions.
• They are relatively simple to implement into existing Schwarz solvers. One needs
to only change the part of the code which deals with the exchange of data on
domain interfaces.
• The formulation of the method requires the solution of relatively simple optimi-
sation problems which can be solved quickly numerically. Though in some cases
closed form solutions can exist in certain asymptotic regimes, see Chapter 3.
In this following chapter we shall outline the optimised Schwarz method for the solution
of the Helmholtz equation (2.1) with an absorbing term  . A Fourier analysis shall then
be performed on the algorithm (2.17) below to show that it is indeed convergent.
2.3.2 The multiplicative Schwarz method for the solution of the Helmholtz
equation with absorption
We now consider using the two subdomain Multiplicative Schwarz algorithm to solve
(2.11) iteratively. Our domain Ω is assumed to be a rectangle and is decomposed into
two overlapping rectangular subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 as shown in Figure 2-8, where





Figure 2-8: Cartoon of the decomposition Ω = (0, 1)2 into two overlapping subdomains Ω1
and Ω2.
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following at iterate n, where the iteration is started with an initial guess u01,(−∆− k2 + i)un1 (x, y) = f(x, y), in Ω1 (2.17a)
(∂x + S)u
n
1 (x, y) = (∂x + S)u
n−1
2 (x, y), on Γ1 (2.17b)(−∆− k2 + i)un+12 (x, y) = f(x, y), in Ω2 (2.17c)
(−∂x + S)un+12 (x, y) = (−∂x + S)un1 (x, y), on Γ2. (2.17d)
Remark 2.8:
The algorithm (2.17) actually solves iteratively the adjoint of the PDE problem which
we had mentioned previously (2.11), namely
−∆u− k2u+ iu = f, in Ω,
∂
∂n
u+ iηu = g, on ∂Ω.
We make the reader aware that we consider solving the adjoint problem as it results in
a simpler analysis in Chapter 3, and that all of the main results presented in this thesis
for Schwarz methods are the same for the problem (2.11).
It is easy to see that u will satisfy (2.17b) and (2.17d).If we remind ourselves that
u satisfies (2.11) then u ∈ H1(Ω). Hence u and its first derivative are continuous
and therefore u1 = u2 on Γi and ∂xu1 = ∂xu2 on Γi, for i = 1, 2. Therefore u must
satisfy the interface conditions (2.17b) and (2.17d). In the following we assume that
the operator S is a linear operator acting tangentially along the interfaces Γ1, Γ2, and
that it is diagonalisable by a Fourier transformation in the y direction (see (2.18)). To
start we define the Fourier transform.
Definition 2.9:
The Fourier transform, fˆ(ξ) of a function f(x) : R→ R, where f ∈ L1(R) ∩ L2(R), is
defined by,

















Referring back to (2.17) we assume that S has the property that for all φ ∈ L1(R) ∩
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(ξ) = σ(ξ)φˆ(ξ). (2.18)
for some complex scalar function σ := σ(ξ) usually called the symbol of S. Let us
then consider the error in the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) at iterate n. This is defined
as,




(x, y) , (x, y) ∈ Ωj for j = 1, 2, (2.19)
where uj is the solution of (2.11) on Ωj and u
n
j is the n
th approximate solution on Ωj
of the Schwarz algorithm (2.17). This allows one to write an iteration for the error as,
(−∆− k2 + i)En1 (x, y) = 0, in Ω1 (2.20a)
(∂x + S)E
n
1 (x, y) = (∂x + S)E
n−1
2 (x, y), on Γ1 (2.20b)(−∆− k2 + i)En+12 (x, y) = 0, in Ω2 (2.20c)
(−∂x + S)En+12 (x, y) = (−∂x + S)En1 (x, y), on Γ2, (2.20d)
We want to know how fast the error decays to zero in (2.20). We now derive an
(approximate) expression for the Fourier transform of the error. The first step is to
(for purposes of the analysis) replace Ω with all of R2 this allows one to take the Fourier
transform of (2.20) and perform a Fourier analysis. It is possible to perform a discrete
Fourier analysis rather than a continuous analysis, we choose the continuous analysis as
it is simpler. The following result is new but uses the similar ideas as that of [39].
Theorem 2.10:
After Fourier transform, the Schwarz algorithm (2.20) satisfies,
Eˆnj (x, ξ) = ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L)Eˆ
n−2
j (x, ξ), for j = 1, 2. (2.21)
where the convergence rate ρ is given by
ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ




λ (ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i.
Proof. A Fourier transform in the y direction is performed on the algorithm (2.20).
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Integrating (2.20a) and (2.20c) over y ∈ (−∞,∞) we have∫ ∞
−∞
e−iξy(−∂2xx − ∂2yy − k2 + i)Eni (x, y)dy = 0. (2.23)




(ξ) = −ξ2Êni (x, ξ), for i = 1, 2. (2.24)
Then inserting (2.24) into (2.23) it follows that,∫ ∞
−∞
e−iξy(−∂2xx + ξ2 − k2 + i)Eni (x, y)dy = 0, for i = 1, 2.
Which we can write more concisely as the following ODE in x,
(−∂2xx + ξ2 − k2 + i)Êni (x, ξ) = 0, for i = 1, 2. (2.25)
Inserting into the Fourier transform of (2.20) we obtain
(−∂2xx + ξ2 − k2 + i)Ên1 (x, ξ) = 0, x < L, ξ ∈ R, (2.26a)
(∂x + σ)Ê
n
1 (x, ξ) = (∂x + σ)Ê
n−1
2 (x, ξ), x = L, (2.26b)
(−∂2xx + ξ2 − k2 + i)Ên+12 (x, ξ) = 0, x > 0, ξ ∈ R, (2.26c)
(−∂x + σ)Ên+12 (x, ξ) = (−∂x + σ)Ên1 (x, ξ), x = 0, (2.26d)
where we recall that σ is a scalar multiplier arising from the Fourier transform of the
operator S as previously in (2.18). It is clear to see that the ODEs (2.26a) and (2.26c)
have general solutions of the form,
Ênj (x, ξ) = Aje
λ(ξ,k,)x +Bje
−λ(ξ,k,)x. j = 1, 2, (2.27)
for some λ (ξ, k, ) ∈ C satisfying the characteristic equation:
λ2 = ξ2 − k2 + i.
We then choose
λ (ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i. (2.28)
In order to describe which square root is under consideration we write λ as
λ(ξ, k, ) = λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ), (2.29)
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where λR(ξ, k, ), λI(ξ, k, ) are the real and imaginary parts of λ(ξ, k, ) respectively.
Then as we have chosen  > 0 it follows immediately that Im
(
ξ2 − k2 + i) > 0, and
therefore that ξ2 − k2 + i must lie in either the first or second quadrant and not on
the real line. We adopt the convention that the square root in (2.29) is taken to be the
one lying in the first quadrant. Hence it must be true that,
λR(ξ, k, ) > 0, and λI(ξ, k, ) > 0. (2.30)









ξ = k |ξ| > k|ξ| < k
Figure 2-9: Cartoon of λ2(ξ, k, ) (bold








Figure 2-10: Cartoon of λ(ξ, k, ) (bold
line) in the plane.
(2.27) must decay as x→ ±∞. For example on Ω1 we have the general solution,
Eˆn1 (x, ξ) = A1e
λ(ξ,k,)x +B1e
−λ(ξ,k,)x. (2.31)
This general solution for the error on Ω1 should decay to zero as x→ −∞. If we recall
that λ = λR+iλI where λR, λI > 0 then the above general solution will have oscillatory
terms e±iλIx and terms e±λRx which will either increase or decrease exponentially.
Therefore as eλRx → 0 and in addition eλRx → ∞ as x → −∞ this indicates that we
should choose B1 = 0 in (2.31). From this one obtains that the general solution is given
by Eˆn1 (x, ξ) = A1e
λ(ξ,k,)x. Then setting x = L gives Eˆn1 (L, ξ) = A1e
λ(ξ,k,) and hence,
Eˆn1 (x, ξ) = Eˆ
n
1 (L, ξ)e
λ(ξ,k,)(x−L), x ≤ L, (2.32)
and analogously in Ω2 the solution is given by
Eˆn+12 (x, ξ) = Eˆ
n+1
2 (0, ξ)e
−λ(ξ,k,)x, x ≥ 0, (2.33)
We now proceed by inserting (2.32) and (2.33) into (2.26) and look at what we obtain
for a single step of the Schwarz algorithm. Starting for example with the boundary
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condition when x = L we get,
(λ(ξ, k, ) + σ1)Eˆ
n
1 (L, ξ) = (−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ1)Eˆn−12 (L, ξ). (2.34)
Rearranging this one obtains,
Eˆn1 (L, ξ) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
)
Eˆn−12 (L, ξ).
Then using (2.33) with x = L gives,
Eˆn1 (L, ξ) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ




Similarly one can obtain the following for the boundary condition at x = 0,
Eˆn+12 (0, ξ) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
)
Eˆn1 (L, ξ). (2.36)
Combining (2.35) and (2.36) we obtain,
Eˆn+11 (L, ξ) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ




We then define the convergence rate as
ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
λ(ξ, k, ) + σ
)2
e−2λ(ξ,k,)L.
Therefore the nth iterate on subdomain is written as,
Eˆnj (x, ξ) = ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L)Eˆ
n−2
j (x, ξ), j = 1, 2,
with ρ as given in (2.22).
The following Corollary shows that choosing σ (ξ, k, ) = λ (ξ, k, ) is the optimal choice
in the sense that the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) converges after one iteration on each
subdomain.
Corollary 2.11:
If σ(ξ) = λ(ξ, k, ) and S is defined as (2.18) then the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) con-
verges in two iterations for all ξ ∈ [0,∞).
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Proof. One simply inserts the choice of σ into (2.22). For example
ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + λ(ξ, k, )




Eˆ2j (0, ξ) = ρ(ξ, k, , σ, L)Eˆ
0
j (0, ξ), j = 1, 2,
= 0, as ρ(ξ, k, ) = 0.
Therefore the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) will converge in two iterations, independent of
the initial guess.
However the choice of σ in Corollary 2.11 is not very practical in terms of implementa-
tion as it is very expensive to apply the action of the resulting operator S as required







We can then see that to apply S to a function φ(ξ) this involves firstly computing the
Fourier transform of φ, and then taking the inverse Fourier transform of the product of
σ and φˆ. If σ(ξ) := λ(ξ, k, ) then this is computationally very expensive, as each time
we do we have to compute integrals for the Fourier transform and its inverse. This is
true even with the FFT [13], but these would have to be applied for every grid point
on the interfaces Γ1 and Γ2 leading to full matrices which is not suitable for a direct
solver.
We now seek out approximations to S which are cheaper. What we find is that one can
obtain a convergent algorithm without overlap by simply Taylor expanding λ(ξ, k, ) as
a function of ξ and using the lowest order term. This is the topic of §2.4.1. However,
one can do even better by solving an optimisation problem involving the convergence
rate (2.22). This is explained in detail in Chapter 3.
We now investigate the behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of λ (ξ, k, ). Firstly
we show that for fixed ξ, k and  both λR (ξ, k, ) and λI (ξ, k, ) are strictly positive.
We then derive some ODEs involving λR (ξ, k, ), λI (ξ, k, ) and their derivatives (with
respect to ξ) which will prove to be very useful in the analysis in Chapter 3. Finally
we calculate asymptotic formulas for λR (ξ, k, ) and λI (ξ, k, ) at fixed values of ξ for
k increasing.
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2.3.3 Some elementary results about λR(ξ, k, ), λI(ξ, k, )
We start by proving some results about λR(ξ, k, ), λI(ξ, k, ), as these functions will
be used throughout the following analysis in Chapter 3. Let us recall the definition of
λ(ξ, k, ),
λ(ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i,
which we rewrite in its real and imaginary parts as,
λ(ξ, k, ) = λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ).
In Figure 2-11 we have plotted the real and imaginary parts of λ(ξ, k, ) for k =  = pi
and ξ ∈ [1, 2k]. Once again we remind the reader that we have taken the convention of
choosing λ(ξ, k, ) in the first quadrant. The first thing to notice is that when ξ = k
then the real and imaginary parts of λ(ξ, k, ) are equal. This is represented in the plot
by the red asterisk.










Figure 2-11: Plot of λ(ξ, k, ) for k =  = pi and ξ ∈ [1, 2k]. The circle represents where











2.3. The multiplicative Schwarz algorithm with overlap
The following Proposition was used earlier in the chapter but we give a more detailed
proof here.
Proposition 2.13:
If ξ ∈ R then,
λR(ξ, k, ) > 0 and λI(ξ, k, ) > 0, for all , k ∈ R+.
Proof. Since λ(ξ, k, ) is in the first quadrant λR(ξ, k, ) ≥ 0 and λI(ξ, k, ) ≥ 0. Now
if we recall (2.28), (2.29) then,
ξ2 − k2 + i = (λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ))2 .
If either λR(ξ, k, ) = 0 or λI(ξ, k, ) = 0, for some choice of ξ, then the right hand side
of the above equation is purely real which is a contradiction as we choose  > 0. So
λR(ξ, k, ) > 0 and λI(ξ, k, ) > 0, for all ξ ∈ R.
Lemma 2.14:
The functions λR(ξ, k, ) and λI(ξ, k, ) satisfy the following ODEs,
λR(ξ, k, )λ
′
R(ξ, k, )− λI(ξ, k, )λ′I(ξ, k, ) = ξ, (2.38)
λR(ξ, k, )λ
′
I(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ, k, )λ
′
R(ξ, k, ) = 0. (2.39)
where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to ξ.
Proof. Recall that λ2(ξ, k, ) = ξ2 − k2 + i. Taking the first derivative with respect to
ξ gives,
2λ(ξ, k, )λ′(ξ, k, ) = 2ξ,
So, λ(ξ, k, )λ′(ξ, k, ) = ξ. (2.40)
Now using the fact that λ(ξ, k, ) = λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ) we obtain,
ξ = (λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ))
(





= λR(ξ, k, )λ
′
R(ξ, k, )− λI(ξ, k, )λ′I(ξ, k, )
+ iλR(ξ, k, )λ
′
I(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, )λ
′
R(ξ, k, ). (2.41)
Therefore taking real and imaginary parts of (2.41) gives one the desired result.
Lemma 2.15:
For all ξ ∈ R \ {0}, λ′R(ξ, k, ) 6= 0 and λ′I(ξ, k, ) 6= 0.
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Proof. The ODE (2.39) together with Proposition 2.13 shows us that if λ′R(ξ, k, ) = 0
then λ′I(ξ, k, ) = 0. Similarly if λ
′
I(ξ, k, ) = 0 then λ
′
R(ξ, k, ) = 0. However (2.38)
tells us that λ′R(ξ, k, ) = λ
′
I(ξ, k, ) = 0 only if ξ = 0. Hence the result follows.
Lemma 2.16:
For all ξ ∈ R\{0}, sgn(λ′R(ξ, k, )) = −sgn(λ′I(ξ, k, )). Where the sign function sgn(x)
is defined as the following,
sgn(x) :=

−1 if x < 0,
0 if x = 0,
1 if x > 0.
Proof. From (2.39) we have,
λR(ξ, k, )λ
′
I(ξ, k, ) = −λI(ξ, k, )λ′R(ξ, k, ).
The result then follows by Proposition 2.13.
Lemma 2.17:
The only solution of λ′R(ξ, k, ) = −λ′I(ξ, k, ) when ξ 6= 0 is ξ = k.
Proof. Suppose that for some ξ,
λ′R (ξ, k, ) = −λ′I (ξ, k, ) .
Then if we multiply the above by λR (ξ, k, ) and use (2.39) we have that,
λR (ξ, k, )λ
′
R (ξ, k, ) = −λR (ξ, k, )λ′I (ξ, k, ) ,
= λI (ξ, k, )λ
′
R (ξ, k, ) .
Then combining this with Lemma 2.15 we have that λR (ξ, k, ) = λI (ξ, k, ) which has
only one solution at ξ = k.
We now prove some useful results about the behaviour of λR(ξ, k, ) and λI(ξ, k, )
as k → ∞, evaluated at the minimum and maximum allowable frequencies ξ = ξmin
and ξmax. But before doing so the following remark explains how these minimum and
maximum frequencies are chosen.
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Remark 2.18 (Relevant range of ξ to be considered):
Throughout this thesis we consider that ξ lies in the following range ξmin ≤ ξ ≤ ξmax
where,





In general we consider h = piηk and hence
ξmax = ηk. where η >
√
2.
If one considers a discretisation of 10 grid points then h = pi5k and hence
ξmax = 5k.
As wavelength is given by Λ := 2pik and we consider a grid spacing given by h =
pi
5k
then it follows that Λ = 10h. Therefore one says that 10 grid points per wavelength
are achieved given this mesh spacing. To give an explanation for the choices of ξmin
and ξmax given we consider a model problem on the unit line which is discretised with
a grid with equidistant spacing. If we are solving the Helmholtz equation (2.11) on this
unit line then we expect our solutions to be oscillatory like a sine wave. The solution
with minimum frequency is that which joins the end points of the interval, given by the
blue line in Figure 2-12. This would have a corresponding wavelength Λmin = 2, and
hence a frequency of ξmin :=
2pi
Λmin
= pi. The corresponding solution with maximum
frequency is that which oscillates passing through each grid point as shown by the red
line in Figure 2-12. The wavelength in this case would be Λmax = 2h, and hence a
frequency of ξmax :=
2pi
Λmax
= pih . Hence the choices which we state above.
0 1
Figure 2-12: Cartoon of waves with minimum (blue) and maximum (red) allowable frequen-
cies.
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Lemma 2.19:
Assuming that  = kδ, δ ∈ [0, 2], and ξmin ≥ 0,













Proof. If we recall (2.28) and (2.29) and evaluate at ξ = ξmin,
λR(ξmin, k, ) + iλI(ξmin, k, ) =
√










If we then recall that,
√








− ..., for sufficiently small complex z.
Then it follows that,























Then if we substitute  = kδ the result follows.
Lemma 2.20:
Assuming that  = kδ, δ ∈ [0, 2], and ξmax = ηk,















, where γ =
√
η2 − 1 > 1. (2.43)
Proof. Once again we write,
λR(ξmax, k, ) + iλI(ξmax, k, ) =
√
ξ2max − k2 + i.
Recalling that ξmax = ηk, it follows that
λR(ξmax, k, ) + iλI(ξmax, k, ) =
√






, where γ =
√
(η2 − 1) > 1.
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If we then Taylor expand the square root for large k it then follows that,





































Then if we substitute  = kδ the result follows.
2.3.4 Comparison with the classical Schwarz algorithm
As mentioned at the start of this section it is expected that the optimised Schwarz
algorithm (2.17) with a good choice of σ should perform better than the classical
Schwarz algorithm which we show below,
(−∆− k2 + i)un1 (x, y) = f(x, y), in Ω1
un1 (x, y) = u
n−1
2 (x, y), on Γ1(−∆− k2 + i)un+12 (x, y) = f(x, y), in Ω2
un+12 (x, y) = u
n
1 (x, y), on Γ2. (2.44)
If we perform the same Fourier analysis that we did for the optimised Schwarz algorithm
(2.17) then we can derive a similar expression for the convergence rate of the classical
algorithm (2.44). The result of this is given in the following Theorem. We make the
reader aware that the following results in this subsection are all original.
Theorem 2.21:
The convergence rate of the Fourier transform of the classical Schwarz algorithm (2.44)
is given by,
ρC(ξ, k, , L) = e−2λ(ξ,k,)L < 1, ∀ ξ ∈ R+, and L > 0. (2.45)
Thus if there is no overlap (L = 0) then,
ρC(ξ, k, , 0) = 1, ∀ ξ ∈ R+. (2.46)
Proof. We prove (2.45) by following the same steps as those for the proof of Theorem
2.10. We omit these details for brevity.
As we can see from from (2.46), if there is no overlap present then the classical Schwarz
algorithm will not converge. Therefore we are already at an advantage using the op-
timised method as we do not require overlap for the algorithm to converge as the
convergence rate (2.22) will always be less than 1, which shall be proven later.
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A result of interest is how the convergence rate (2.45) for the classical method behaves
as k increases. We start by showing that (2.45) has only one maximum in ξ, and then
show how (2.45) behaves for increasing k at this value of ξ.
Corollary 2.22:
The convergence rate
∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , L)∣∣ attains its maximum when ξ = 0.
Proof. We prove this simply by taking a first derivative of (2.45) in ξ,
∂
∂ξ





λR (ξ, k, )
)
(2.47)
If we recall that λ (ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i then it is simple to show that,
∂
∂ξ
λ (ξ, k, ) =
ξ








λR (ξ, k, )
λ2R (ξ, k, ) + λ
2
I (ξ, k, )
− i λI (ξ, k, )
λ2R (ξ, k, ) + λ
2






λR (ξ, k, ) = ξ
λR (ξ, k, )
λ2R (ξ, k, ) + λ
2
I (ξ, k, )
If we then insert this into (2.47) it follows that,
∂
∂ξ
∣∣∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , L)∣∣∣∣ = −2Lξ λR (ξ, k, )λ2R (ξ, k, ) + λ2I (ξ, k, )e−2λR(ξ,k,)L. (2.48)
Clearly (2.48) is zero if and only if ξ = 0. Therefore ξ = 0 is the only critical point
of (2.45). Then we can observe that for all ξ > 0 (2.48) is decreasing. Hence (2.45)
attains its maximum when ξ = 0.
Corollary 2.23:
The overlapping classical Schwarz algorithm (2.44) with L = CLh and  = k
δ (where
δ = [0, 2]) has an asymptotic convergence rate (2.45) given by,
max
ξ∈R
∣∣∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , L)∣∣∣∣ = 1− CLpiη kδ−2 +O (k2(δ−2)) , where γ = √η2 − 1. (2.49)
Proof. As we have proven previously, at ξ = 0 (2.45) attains its maximum value and
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∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , CLh)∣∣ = ∣∣∣e−2λ(0,k,)CLh∣∣∣ ,
= e−2λR(0,k,)CLh. (2.50)
Then assuming that h = piηk our previous equation (2.50) gives
max
ξ∈R
∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , CLh)∣∣ = e− 2CLpiη λR(0,k,)k .




∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , CLh)∣∣ = e−CLpiη kδ−2 . (2.51)
We can then perform a Taylor expansion of (2.51) in powers of 1k for k large enough.
As exp(−kδ−2) = ∑∞j=0 (−kδ−2)jj! it then follows that,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax







Therefore if  is chosen such that  = k2, δ = 2 and Corollary 2.23 says that we should
expect a convergence rate which does not depend asymptotically on k. In Figure 2-13
the convergence rate (2.45) is plotted for increasing  and fixed k = 5, h = pi5k and
L = h. We can see from this Figure that even for relatively low  the convergence rate
(2.45) is not near to one and damps the high frequency ξ effectively. If one increases
the absorption such that  ∼ k 32 or  ∼ k2, then the lower frequencies are effectively
damped too. And indeed when  ∼ k2 then the classical Schwarz algorithm (2.44) will
converge in a constant number of iterations for increasing k. This is useful as we could
use one (or several) iterations of (2.44) as the preconditioner for GMRES in (2.14).
However a choice of  ∼ k2 may not be best for the preconditioned solver, even though
it best for solving (2.44). In Figure 2-14 we examine the result of Corollary 2.23. As
the maximum of (2.45) is attained at ξ = 0 we therefore plot (2.45) for increasing k
with a fixed  and overlap L. What we observe is that for increasing k the convergence
rate becomes closer to 1. The maximum value of the convergence rate increases as k
increases which agrees with the asymptotic result in (2.49).
In the following chapters we shall look at improving on the classical result so that
we have an algorithm which does not require overlap to converge, and for which the
convergence rate does not deteriorate so quickly as k increases.
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Figure 2-13: Plot of the convergence rate
∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , L)∣∣ as a function of ξ for different .
Here we use k = 5, h = pi5k and an overlap of L = h.
























Figure 2-14: Plot of maxξ
∣∣ρC(ξ, k, , L)∣∣ as a function of k. Here we increase  and fix h = pi5k
and an overlap of L = h.
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2.4 How to choose σ(ξ) to make the Schwarz algorithm
converge faster
We now return to the Schwarz algorithm with Robin condition (2.17), with convergence
rate given by Theorem 2.10. Our aim is to choose a symbol σ so that the resulting
operator S in (2.20) is easy to use but also has a good convergence rate ρ in (2.22).
A possible approach is to choose σ as a low order approximation of λ (ξ, k, ) with
respect to ξ.
2.4.1 Approximation of λ(ξ, k, ) by Taylor expansion
As our first approximation we try using the lower order terms from the Taylor expansion
of λ(ξ, k, ) for small ξ. This idea is nothing new and goes back at least to Engquist
and Majda [18]. However we do not know of a reference for the discussion of this in
the case that  6= 0. The Taylor expansion of λ(ξ, k, ) about ξ = 0 is given by,
λ(ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i,
= λ(0, k, ) +
∂λ(0, k, )
∂ξ
(ξ − 0) + ...,




So a plausible choice for σ would be to take the first few terms in the Taylor expansion
of λ(ξ, k, ), e.g.
σ =
√
−k2 + i+ ξ
2
2
√−k2 + i . (2.54)
Ultimately we will need the action of the operator S in order to implement (2.17) then
we must take the inverse Fourier transform of (2.54). This is
(Sφ) (y) = F−1
{(√






























φ(y) =: ST2 φ(y). (2.55)
This is called the Taylor order two approximation denoted ST2 . A cruder approximation
would be to use the first term in (2.55). This would lead to so called zeroth order Taylor
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approximation of the form
ST0 = λ(0, k, ) =
√
−k2 + i. (2.56)
The convergence rate (2.22) for ST0 is
ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, L) =
(−λ(ξ, k, ) + λ(0, k, )
λ(ξ, k, ) + λ(0, k, )
)2
e−2λ(ξ,k,)L.
Then if we use (2.29) this gives,
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, L)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )− λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (λI(0, k, )− λI(ξ, k, ))2
(λR(0, k, ) + λR(ξ, k, ))




We now prove that if we use this low order Taylor choice of transmission condition
(2.56) then the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) converges even if we use no overlap, L = 0.
We obtain a similar result for higher order conditions. Again we make the reader aware
that all the results which follow in this section are original.
Theorem 2.24:
The convergence rate (2.57) of the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with S = ST0 satisfies∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, L)∣∣ < e−2LλR(ξ,k,), for all ξ ∈ R, and L ≥ 0.
Proof. We firstly recall the convergence rate with Taylor transmission conditions (2.57)
with overlap L = 0,
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )− λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (λI(0, k, )− λI(ξ, k, ))2
(λR(0, k, ) + λR(ξ, k, ))
2 + (λI(0, k, ) + λI(ξ, k, ))
2 .
Then if we recall from (2.30) that λR, λI > 0 it follows that,∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ < 1.
If we were to include an overlap L then if we recall (2.57) and the above results then,
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, L)∣∣ < ∣∣∣e−2Lλ(ξ,k,)∣∣∣ ,
=
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Then as
∣∣e−i2LλI(ξ,k,)∣∣ = 1 this gives,
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, L)∣∣ < e−2LλR(ξ,k,),
and as λR > 0 then we can see that for L > 0 the convergence rate will decay expo-
nentially when ξ →∞. This can clearly be seen in Figures 2-16 and 2-18.
Figures 2-15, 2-16, 2-17 and 2-18 show the convergence rate (2.57) plotted against ξ
with fixed k, h and a choice of either (2.56) or (2.55) with no overlap or an overlap
of L = h. In these plots the convergence rate for different values of  is plotted. One
can see immediately that the convergence rate (2.57) for both the non overlapping
and overlapping choices is indeed less than 1 for all frequencies ξ, different choices of
 and interface condition. Also one can see that, for the non overlapping method, as
we are using a low frequency approximation for the transmission conditions we achieve
better convergence for lower frequencies, with the convergence deteriorating at high
frequencies.
It is worth pointing out that ρT0 never actually reaches 1 in the plot in Figures 2-15
and 2-17. In a numerical implementation (on a uniform grid for example) there will
exist a maximum allowable frequency. In the case of a uniform grid with mesh spacing
h this can be found (see Remark 2.18) to be ξmax = ηk, for some constant we choose
η >
√
2. We remind the reader that we choose h = piη k
−1. All of the following results
could be repeated for h ∼ k−α, where 1 < α ≤ 2, to further abate the pollution effect
[25].
It is useful to know when (2.57) attains its maximum with respect to ξ, especially for the
asymptotic expressions for (2.57) which will follow. Figures 2-15 (zeroth order (2.56))
and 2-17 (second order (2.55)) show the convergence rate (2.57) with no overlap plotted
for increasing ξ with fixed k and . clearly show that (2.57) attains its maximum for a
non overlapping Schwarz method with Taylor conditions when ξ = ξmax.
We now turn our attention to the case when (2.57) has an overlap parameter L > 0.
Figures 2-16 and 2-18 plot (2.57) for increasing ξ with a fixed k,  and overlap L. What
we can observe from these Figures is that there is an obvious maximum of (2.57) which
is situated near to ξ = k. We present these numerical findings in the following two
conjectures. These are not proved but simply arise from our observations.
Conjecture 2.25:
The convergence rate of the non overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with zeroth order
Taylor transmission conditions (2.53) attains its maximum at ξ = ξmax.
Conjecture 2.26:
The convergence rate of the overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with zeroth order
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Taylor transmission conditions (2.53) attains its maximum near to ξ = k.
We now use Conjecture 2.25 and 2.26 to prove the following results about the asymp-
totic behaviour of the non overlapping and overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) for
increasing k.
Theorem 2.27:
The non overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with zeroth order Taylor transmission
conditions (2.53) with ξmax = ηk (η > sqrt2), and  = k
δ (where δ = [0, 2]) has an
asymptotic convergence rate (2.57) given by,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = 1− 2γ kδ−2 +O (k2(δ−2)) , where γ = √η2 − 1. (2.58)
as k →∞.
Proof. By Conjecture 2.25 we expect the convergence convergence of the non overlap-
ping method to be nearest to one at the highest frequency ξmax. Therefore we choose
to evaluate the convergence rate (2.57) at ξ = ξmax = ηk,
∣∣ρT0 (ηk, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )− λR(ηk, k, ))2 + (λI(0, k, )− λI(ηk, k, )))2(λR(0, k, ) + λR(ηk, k, ))2 + (λI(0, k, ) + λI(ηk, k, ))2 .
We can simplify this further by using some asymptotic results about the behaviour of
the real and imaginary parts of λ. If we substitute the results of Lemma 2.19 (with
ξmin = 0) and Lemma 2.20 the above equation then becomes,









where we have dropped the higher order terms. If we then perform a Taylor expansion
of the above for k →∞ this gives the desired result (2.58).
Theorem 2.27 tells us that for k increasing and a choice of low order Taylor conditions
in our Schwarz algorithm we should observe a convergence which behaves like 1 −
O (kδ−2). An interesting observation one can make is that if we choose  = k2, then
the convergence rate no longer depends on k asymptotically and is constant. This tells
us that for this choice of the parameter  we should observe convergence of the Schwarz
algorithm (2.17) in a number of iterations which is independent of k. We now prove a
similar result to that above for the overlapping Schwarz algorithm.
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Figure 2-15: Plot of the convergence rate |ρT0 (ξ, k, , 0)| (no overlap) as a function of . Here
we use k = 40 and h = pi5k .
























Figure 2-16: Plot of the convergence rate |ρT0 (ξ, k, , L)| as a function of . Here we use
k = 40, h = pi5k and an overlap of L = h.
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Figure 2-17: Plot of the convergence rate |ρT2 (ξ, k, , 0)| (no overlap) as a function of . Here
we use k = 40 and h = pi5k .
























Figure 2-18: Plot of the convergence rate |ρT2 (ξ, k, , L)| as a function of . Here we use
k = 40, h = pi5k and an overlap of L = h.
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Theorem 2.28:
The overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with zeroth order Taylor transmission con-
ditions (2.56), ξmax = ηk, an overlap of L = CLh where CL ∈ Z, and  = kδ (where
δ = [0, 2]) has an asymptotic convergence rate (2.57) given by,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
















Proof. By Conjecture 2.26 we know that
∣∣ρT0 (ξ, k, , σ, CLh)∣∣ has at least one internal
maximum and that it occurs when ξ is near to k. Therefore to prove (2.60) we need
only evaluate (2.57) at ξ = k and Taylor expand for increasing k. We recall (2.57) and
set ξ = k and L = CLh which gives,
∣∣ρT0 (k, k, , σ, L)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )− λR(k, k, ))2 + (λI(0, k, )− λI(k, k, ))2
(λR(0, k, ) + λR(k, k, ))
2 + (λI(0, k, ) + λI(k, k, ))
2
∣∣∣e−2λ(k,k,)CLh∣∣∣ .
Now using the fact that λR = λI =
√

2 , and that
∣∣e−2λ(ξ,k,)CLh∣∣ = e−2λR(ξ,k,)CLh, the
above equation simplifies to,
∣∣ρT0 (σk, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )−√ 2)2 + (λI(0, k, )−√ 2)2(












As mentioned previously we choose discretisations with a certain number of grid points
per wavelength, therefore we fix h = piηk and substitute that in to give,
∣∣ρT0 (σk, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = (λR(0, k, )−√ 2)2 + (λI(0, k, )−√ 2)2(












Then by substituting  = kδ and using the expressions for λR(0, k, ) and λI(0, k, )
(from Lemma 2.19) in the above equation, we can then perform an expansion for
k →∞ to give the required result (2.60).
This result tells one that with the addition of even a small overlap an improvement






is obtained in comparison to the non overlapping
method which is 1 − O (kδ−2). Indeed if we compare Figures 2-19 (no overlap) and
2-20 they both plot the convergence rate (2.57), with a zeroth order interface condition
(2.56), for increasing k. The difference being that the latter Figure has overlap and
the former does not. In Figure 2-19, with no overlap, the convergence rate increases
quickly until it almost reaches 1 (but doesn’t reach 1). However with the addition of a
small amount of overlap in Figure 2-20 the convergence rate is dampened
We now add in the additional second order term, that is choosing S = ST2 in the hope
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that this aids convergence, where ST2 is as in (2.55). The proofs of theorems 2.29 and
2.30 use the same strategy as those for the zeroth order case so we simply state the
results.
Theorem 2.29:
The non overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with second order Taylor transmission
conditions (2.55) with ξmax = ηk, and  = k
δ, where δ = [0, 2], has an asymptotic
convergence rate (2.57) given by,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
∣∣ρT2 (ξ, k, , σ, 0)∣∣ = 1− 4γη2 kδ−2 +O (k2(δ−2)) , where γ = √η2 − 1.
(2.61)
Theorem 2.30:
The overlapping Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with second order Taylor transmission con-
ditions (2.55), ξmax = σk, an overlap of L = CLh where CL ∈ Z, and  = kδ (where
δ = [0, 2]) has an asymptotic convergence rate (2.57) given by,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
















We find that the addition of a second order term from the Taylor expansion of λ
makes little difference to the asymptotic behaviour of the convergence rate (2.22).
See for example Figures 2-19, 2-21 for a comparison of the convergence factors for a
non-overlapping and overlapping method with increasing k. Therefore it is expected
that using a second order Taylor approximation when solving with (2.26) will not
result in convergence which is much better than simply using a zeroth order Taylor
condition. Figures 2-21, 2-22 give a comparison of the convergence factors with and
without overlap for increasing k, showing similar results to those with the zeroth order
interface condition. If we compare these overlapping results to those of the overlapping
classical Schwarz method in Figure 2-14 then it is clear that the convergence rates of
methods with Taylor interface conditions do not deteriorate as quickly as k increases.
Indeed in Figure 2-14 the convergence rate of the classical algorithm is almost 1 when
k = 20. In comparison the convergence rates in both Figure 2-20 and 2-22 are both
below 0.6 when k = 20, and below 0.9 for all k in the range considered. We notice
also that the difference of the maxξ |ρT | between the non-overlapping and overlapping
is not terribly pronounced. For example comparing 2-19 and 2-20, when k = 100 the
largest reduction in maxξ |ρT | is from 0.4 to 0.3 when  = 200. Otherwise the reduction
is much less pronounced. In the next chapter we outline a strategy to further improve
the convergence rate of (2.17).
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Figure 2-19: Plot of the convergence rate maxξ |ρT0 (ξ, k, , 0)| (no overlap) as a function of k.
Here we use h = pi5k .
























Figure 2-20: Plot of the convergence rate maxξ |ρT0 (L)(ξ, k, , L)| as a function of k. Here we
use h = pi5k and an overlap of L = h.
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Figure 2-21: Plot of the convergence rate maxξ |ρT2 (ξ, k, , 0)| (no overlap) as a function of k.
Here we use h = pi5k .
























Figure 2-22: Plot of the convergence rate
maxξ|rhoT2 (L)(ξ, k, , L)| as a function of k. Here we use h = pi5k and an overlap of L = h.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMISED TRANSMISSION CONDITIONS
In the previous chapter the multiplicative Schwarz method (2.17) for the Helmholtz
equation (2.11) was introduced. It was shown that by choosing the multiplier in the
interface conditions to be either the zeroth (2.56) or second order term (2.55) of the
Taylor expansion of λ (2.28) in ξ we can achieve convergence of the Schwarz algorithm
(2.17) but for which the convergence rate deteriorates as k →∞ This is not ideal and
therefore we want to try and make the convergence rate depend less strongly on k,
with independence of k being the overall goal. We now start by considering S of the
form,
SO2 = α1 + α2∂
2
yy, α1, α2 ∈ C.
If we compare this to (2.55) we can see that all we have done is replace λ(0, k, ) with
a complex number which we will choose in a way which will improve convergence of
(2.26). We make a simplification that α1 = p(1 + i) and α2 = q(1 + i) for p, q ∈ R+
which gives,
SO2 = p(1 + i) + q(1 + i)∂
2
yy. (3.1)
We firstly look at the zeroth order term and how choosing p carefully can aid the
convergence of (2.26). So we define our zeroth order term as
SO0 = p(1 + i). (3.2)
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If we now insert (3.2) into the convergence rate (2.22) this then gives,
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
(
p+ ip− λ(ξ, k, )





p+ ip− (λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ))
p+ ip+ (λR(ξ, k, ) + iλI(ξ, k, ))




(p− λR(ξ, k, )) + i (p− λI(ξ, k, ))
(p+ λR(ξ, k, )) + i (p+ λI(ξ, k, ))
)2∣∣∣∣∣
=
(p− λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p− λI(ξ, k, ))2
(p+ λR(ξ, k, ))
2 + (p+ λI(ξ, k, ))
2 ,
where we have taken the absolute value of ρ as in general it is complex. We therefore
have that the convergence rate for the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with S = SO0 is given
by,
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ = (p− λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p− λI(ξ, k, ))2
(p+ λR(ξ, k, ))




λR(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ, k, )
p2 + 2pλR(ξ, k, ) + λR(ξ, k, )2 + p2 + 2pλI(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ)2
)
,
= 1− 4F (ξ, k, , p). (3.3)
where we now define the function,
F (ξ, k, , p) =
p(λR(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ, k, ))
(p+ λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p+ λI(ξ, k, ))2
, (3.4)
Therefore it is trivial to see that we require that p 6= 0, as if p = 0 then we see clearly
that
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , 0, 0)∣∣ = 1. We also require that p > 0, as if p < 0 then it is clear from
(3.3) that
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ > 1. Therefore we choose p ∈ R+. We now prove that the
right hand side of (3.3) is always less than one, and hence that the Schwarz algorithm
(2.17) with the choice of (3.2) is convergent for all ξ ∈ [ξmin, ξmax].
Theorem 3.1:
The Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with transmission conditions of the form (3.2) is also
convergent for all ξ ∈ [ξmin, ξmax] ⊂ [0,∞), and for all p ∈ R+. That is,∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ < 1.
Proof. We recall the convergence rate (3.3),
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ = 1− 4( pλR(ξ, k, ) + pλI(ξ, k, )p2 + 2pλR(ξ, k, ) + λR(ξ, k, )2 + p2 + 2pλI(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ)2
)
,
= 1− 4F (p, ξ, k, ) .
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Hence as p > 0 and as λR, λI > 0 it follows that,∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ < 1.
Therefore the algorithm (2.17) with transmission conditions of the form (3.2) will always
converge.
The above result tells one that with this more general choice of condition (3.2) that
we are guaranteed convergence of our algorithm as long as p ∈ R+. However, this
does not tell one how fast we can expect to converge or how the number of iteration
will be bounded with respect to k for instance. So how then do we choose p? It was
shown in [21] that a good strategy to choose p is to solve the following optimisation
problem. We find the maximum of the convergence rate (2.57) over all ξ in the relevant
range [ξmin, ξmax] and then use p to minimise this value. In doing so we find the
choice of p which ensures near optimal convergence of the non overlapping Schwarz







∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣) , (3.5)
where ξmax = ηk is the largest frequency and ξmin ≥ 0 and,
ξmin ≤ k ≤ ξmax.
We return to the original minimax problem (3.5) and insert the convergence rate (3.3)











F (ξ, k, , p)
)
. (3.6)
Therefore we can solve the simpler maximin problem involving F (ξ, k, , p) to find the
best choice of p.
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3.1 Overview of results for zeroth order optimised trans-
mission conditions without overlap
In this chapter we shall derive an optimised transmission condition for the Multiplica-
tive Schwarz method (2.17) solving the Helmholtz problem with absorption (2.11). Be-
fore we state the main results, let us recall that the absolute value of the convergence
rate of the Schwarz algorithm (3.3) can be written as,
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)∣∣ = 1− 4F (p, ξ, k, ) . (3.7)
where,
F (ξ, k, , p) =
p (λR (ξ, k, ) + λI (p, ξ, k, ))
(p+ λR (ξ, k, ))
2 + (p+ λI (ξ, k, ))
2 , (3.8)
and λR(ξ, k, ) = <(λ(ξ, k, )), λI(ξ, k, ) = =(λ(ξ, k, )), with
λ(ξ, k, ) =
√
ξ2 − k2 + i.
Recall that we have chosen λ(ξ, k, ) to lie in the first quadrant. The goal of this chapter






ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)
)
,
where we choose ξmin ≥ 0 and ξmax = 5k (see Remark 2.18 for a motivation). In
solving (3.6) we find a p∗ such that,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
ρO0 (ξ, k, , p





ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0)
)
.
The advantage of computing such a p∗ is that it allows us to consider the part of
the convergence rate closest to 1 and minimise this, therefore improving the overall
convergence rate. This p∗ is then used as a parameter in the multiplicative Schwarz
algorithm (2.17) to improve convergence. We note that given (3.7) we can rewrite (3.6)






F (ξ, k, , p)
)
, (3.9)
which simplifies the analysis somewhat. The main original results of this chapter are
the following.
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Theorem 3.2:









F (ξ, k, , p)
)
. (3.10)














The proof of this result can be found in Section 3.4. We can then use this result to
show the following. The previous Theorem could also be proven for a general ξmax = ηk
(with η >
√
2) but we have chosen to prove it for this particular case to make the proof
simpler.
Corollary 3.3:
Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.2,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax














The proof of this result can also be found in section 3.4. If we compare this result to
that obtained using standard Taylor transmission conditions (2.58) we can clearly see






is obtained, in comparison
to 1 − O (kδ−2) for the Taylor method with no overlap (see Theorem 2.27). So as
k → ∞ the convergence rate of the Taylor method ρT → 1 more quickly than that
of the optimised method. Therefore the advantage of using this optimised condition
(3.11) is that it leads to an algorithm with convergence rate which does not degrade as
quickly when k →∞, as can be seen in the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.4:
Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.2, the number of iterations of the Schwarz
algorithm (2.17), with p∗ chosen as in Theorem 3.2, needed to converge to a given













This result is proved in section 3.4, and provides a lower bound on how the number of
iterations of the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) should grow. Something worth noting here
is that a choice of  = k2, should lead to a number of iterations which does not grow
with k. This is something which we shall be shown later in Chapter 4 with a numerical
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implementation of the algorithm (2.17) and its use as a preconditioner for GMRES.
In the following section we look at the behaviour of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to ξ and
p, this information will be needed later in the proof of the main results described
previously.
3.2 Some elementary results about F (ξ, k, , p)
3.2.1 Behaviour of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to ξ
To solve the maximin problem (3.9) we must find the minimum of F (ξ, k, , p) over
ξ ∈ [ξmin, ξmax], and then the corresponding value of p which maximises it. Therefore
we must compute the critical points of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to both ξ and p, and
study the behaviour of F with respect to both variables. Let us recall the definition of
F (ξ, k, , p),
F (ξ, k, , p) =
p(λR(ξ, k, ) + λI(ξ, k, ))
(p+ λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p+ λI(ξ, k, ))2
.
In this subsection we shall study the variation of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to ξ. Since
in this discussion p, k, and  are fixed, their dependence is dropped in the notation for
brevity, i.e. we write F (ξ) = F (ξ, k, , p).
Lemma 3.5:











((p+ λR(ξ))2 + (p+ λI(ξ))2)
2 (3.14)
Proof. We simplify the notation further by suppressing the independent variable ξ. We







2 + (p+ λI)
2)− p(λR + λI)(2(p+ λR)λ′R + 2(p+ λI)λ′I)






The first step to simplify T is the following,
T = (λ′R + λ
′
I)(2p















= (λ′R + λ
′
I)(2p
2 + λ2R + λ
2









= (λ′R + λ
′
I)(2p
2 + λ2R + λ
2
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2p2 − (λR + λI)2 − 2λRλI
)
. (3.18)
Which yields the result.
Corollary 3.6:
∂F (ξ)





Proof. The result follows immediately from (3.14).
We can then prove the following result concerning the critical points of F (ξ, k, , p) as
a function of ξ.
Theorem 3.7:
The critical points of F (ξ, k, , p) behave according to the following two statements:





, F (ξ, k, , p) has exactly one local minimum with respect
to ξ, which occurs at ξ = k and all ξ ∈ (ξmin, ξmax) and all  > 0.







, F (ξ, k, , p) has exactly one local maximum with respect to
ξ, which occurs at ξ = k and all ξ ∈ (ξmin, ξmax) and all  > 0.
Proof. From Corollary 3.6 we know that the zeros of ∂F∂ξ occur when
Case 1: λ′R(ξ) = −λ′I(ξ), or,
Case 2: 2p2 = (λR(ξ) + λI(ξ))
2 + 2λR(ξ)λI(ξ).
As we wish to show whether these are local maxima or minima we first compute the
second derivative of F with respect to ξ. If we recall (3.15) that F ′ = p TV , where T, V
are given in (3.15),(3.18), and then applying the quotient rule again on this we obtain,
F ′′ = p
(




But we already know that if we are at a zero of ∂F∂ξ , then T = 0, and also that V > 0 and
p > 0. Therefore the sign of F ′′ at such a zero is governed by that of T ′. Computing
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T ′ we obtain,
T ′ = (−2(λRλ′R + λIλ′I)−4(λRλ′I + λIλ′R)(λ′R + λ′I)
+
(









R = 0 (by (2.39)) we obtain
T ′ = −2(λRλ′R + λIλ′I)(λ′R + λ′I) +
(





Referring back to Case 1 and Case 2 above we examine the sign of T ′ in each of these
cases.
Case 1: λ′R(ξ) = −λ′I(ξ)
In this case (3.19) immediately simplifies to
T ′ =
(





We can make some further simplifications. Since, by Lemma 2.17, ξ = k we have by
Remark 2.12 that λR = λI =
√

2 , and therefore,
T ′ =
(
2p2 − 3) (λ′′R + λ′′I ). (3.20)
Consider now the sign of (λ′′R + λ
′′






































Rearranging this we get that,
(λ′′R + λ
′′







By Lemma 2.16 we have sgn(λ′Rλ
′
I) = −1 (λ′R, λ′I 6= 0, and it therefore follows that as
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It follows then that
(λ′′R + λ
′′




2p2 − 3)︸ ︷︷ ︸





I )︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0
> 0.








Case 2: 2p2 = (λR(ξ) + λI(ξ))
2 + 2λR(ξ)λI(ξ)
We now consider the other case when 2p2 = (λR+λI)
2+2λRλI and prove that there are
either no solutions to this equation (when p <
√
3
2 ) or there are two solutions which




Let us first define,
M(ξ) = (λR(ξ) + λI(ξ))
2 + 2λR(ξ)λI(ξ). (3.22)
Differentiating, we obtain







= 0, by (2.39)
,





Therefore, by Proposition 2.13 and Lemma 2.17, the only zero of M ′(ξ) is ξ = k. On
examining the second derivative of M , using Proposition 2.13 and (3.21), we have at
ξ = k









I (k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0
> 0.
Thus there exists a single local minimum of M(ξ) at ξ = k. If we recall that λR =
λI =
√
/2 at ξ = k then we have M(k) = 3. We now consider the behaviour of M(ξ)
as ξ →∞ If we recall (2.28) and (2.29) then it follows that,
ξ2 − k2 + i = (λR(ξ) + iλI(ξ))2,
= λ2R(ξ)− λ2I(ξ) + 2iλR(ξ)λI(ξ).
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Then taking the real part we obtain
λ2R(ξ)− λ2I(ξ) = ξ2 − k2.
If we recall Proposition 2.13 then the following is true,
λ2R(ξ) > λ
2
R(ξ)− λ2I(ξ), and it follows that,
= ξ2 − k2 →∞, as ξ →∞.
Therefore as λR(ξ) → ∞ as ξ → ∞ and if we recall (3.22) and Proposition 2.13, it
follows that M(ξ)→∞ as ξ →∞, and M(ξ) behaves as shown numerically in Figure
3-1. Now recall (see statement of Case 2 above), that we interested in solutions to
2p2 = M(ξ) for fixed p. It is clear that if 2p2 < 3 then there is no solution. If
2p2 > 3, then there are at most two solutions one on each side of ξ = k. Therefore as
argued above, they must be local maxima of F .












Figure 3-1: Plot of M(ξ) for k =  = pi and ξ ∈ [1, 2k]. The circle indicates M = 3 when
ξ = k.
In Figures 3-2, and 3-3 we plot F (ξ, k, , p) against ξ for ξ in a fixed range for fixed k and




so F (ξ, k, , p) should achieve a minimum at ξ = k according to the Theorem, and







and observe that a maximum occurs at ξ = k and no other critical points, as proved
theoretically.
Therefore we can conclude from Theorem 3.7 that the function F (ξ, k, , p), as a func-
tion of ξ, has only one local minimum at ξ = k where p >
√
3
2 and no local minima
when p < 32 . From this we have the following Theorem which gives details of the
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possible location of the minimum of F in ξ for fixed p, k and .
Theorem 3.8:
For each p ∈ R+,
min
ξmin,≤ξ≤ξmax
F (ξ, k, , p) = min{F (ξmin, k, , p) , F (k, k, , p) , F (ξmax, k, , p)} (3.23)
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 it is clear that the only possible local minimum of F (ξ, k, , p)
with respect to ξ is k. Therefore to compute the global minimum we need only to look
at ξ = k and the end points ξ = ξmin and ξ = ξmax.
3.2.2 Behaviour of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to p
Up until now we have examined F (ξ, k, , p) as a function of ξ, and its critical points
with respect to ξ. Since p is the solution of (3.9) it is necessary for the proof of Theorem
3.2 for us now to examine the behaviour of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to p for fixed ξ, k
and . Recalling the definition of F (ξ, k, , p), stated in (3.8) and recalling Proposition
2.13, it is trivial to see that for fixed ξ, k,  F (ξ, k, , p) → 0 when p → 0 or p → ∞.
We now examine the possible critical points of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to p. Here ξ,
k, and  are fixed so their dependence is dropped in the notation for brevity.
Lemma 3.9:
For fixed ξ, k, and , then F (ξ, k, , p) has a single critical point,
pc =
√





which is the global maximum of F (ξ, k, , p), as a function of p.





(−2p2 + λ2R + λ2I) (λR + λI)
((p+ λR)2 + (p+ λI)2)
2 (3.25)
Hence, recalling Proposition 2.13, ∂F∂p = 0 if and only if 2p
2 = λ2R + λ
2
I , and thus there
is a single critical point given by (3.24), and F (ξ, k, , p∗) > 0. Also recalling that as
F (ξ, k, , p) → 0 when either p → 0 or p → +∞, it follows that the critical point pc
must be a global maximum of F (ξ, k, , p).
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Figure 3-2: Plot of the function F (ξ, k, , p) for k = 100,  = k, ξ = [0, 5k], and a choice of
p = k.


















3.2. Some elementary results about F (ξ, k, , p)
The main result of the previous subsection was Theorem 3.8 which told us that the min-
imum of F (ξ, k, , p) with respect to ξ occurs at either ξ = ξmin, k or ξmax. Therefore
to solve our maximin problem (3.9) we need only concern ourselves with F (ξ, k, , p)
at these three values of ξ. We now examine the behaviour of pc at these three values
of ξ for k sufficiently large. This is necessary for the proof of Theorem 3.2 as we shall
see later. We remind the reader (see Remark 2.18) that we fix
ξmin ≥ 0, fixed independent of k (3.26a)





η2 − 1 > 1. (3.26c)
Lemma 3.10:
For  = kδ (where δ ∈ [0, 2]) the critical point of F (ξ, k, , p) as a function of p is given






















, when ξ = ξmax. (3.27c)
Proof. If we recall the definition of pc given by equation (3.24) then we simply have
to substitute the specified value of ξ into λR(ξ, k, ) and λI(ξ, k, ). For ξ = k we have
(see Remark 2.12)
















However, for ξ = ξmin and ξ = ξmax we use the asymptotic expressions for λR(ξ, k, )
and λI(ξ, k, ) given in Lemmas 2.19 and 2.20 for k increasing. Substituting these
results into (3.24) gives (3.27a) and (3.27c).
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3.3 The solution of the maximin problem
Throughout this section it is assumed that  = kδ, where δ ∈ [0, 2] and that the maxi-
mum and minimum values of ξ as given in (3.26). Some investigations are theoretical
and some are numerical. In all numerical examples we have taken η = 5 so γ =
√
24.
Recalling Theorem 3.8 we start by calculating the points in p where F (ξmin, k, , p),
F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) intersect, and then derive an inequality relating their
magnitudes and those of the critical points (3.27a), (3.27b) and (3.27c).
3.3.1 Strategy for computing the solution of the maximin problem
We start with an example illustrating the strategy to solve the maximin problem (3.9).






F (ξmin, k, , p) , F (k, k, , p) , F (ξmax, k, , p)
)
. (3.28)
We now consider how the three functions in (3.28) behave with respect to p for fixed
k and . Recalling Lemma 3.9 we know that F (ξ, k, , p) has a single maximum with
respect to p. Therefore let us consider a particular example of the three functions
F (ξ, k, , p) in (3.28) and plot them to see where the solution of (3.28) occurs. In
Figure 3-4 we plot these functions for k = 100,  = k, ξmin = pi and ξmax = 5k. We
observe that each function intersects each of the others exactly once. It is actually
trivial to show that there is only one p > 0 which satisfies
F (ξ1, k, , p) = F (ξ2, k, , p), (3.29)
where ξ1, ξ2 ∈ {ξmin, k, ξmax} and ξ1 6= ξ2. One shows this by observing that (3.29) is a
quadratic equation for p for which there is only one real solution. We denote the three
points of intersection as the following,
pk,ξmin = the unique p ∈ R+ for which F (k, k, , p) = F (ξmin, k, , p) , (3.30a)
pk,ξmax = the unique p ∈ R+ for which F (k, k, , p) = F (ξmax, k, , p) , (3.30b)
pξmin,ξmax = the unique p ∈ R+ for which F (ξmin, k, , p) = F (ξmax, k, , p) , (3.30c)
One can observe from Figure 3-4 that the solution of (3.28) is in fact the point pk,ξmax
which is where the functions F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) (the dashed line and the
solid line respectively) intersect. One can reason that this is the solution of (3.28) as
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when p < pk,ξmax then one can see that,
min
(
F (ξmin, k, , p) , F (k, k, , p) , F (ξmax, k, , p)
)
= F (ξmax, k, , p) ,
where F (ξmax, k, , p) is increasing when p < pk,ξmax . We also observe that when
p > pk,ξmax ,
min
(
F (ξmin, k, , p) , F (k, k, , p) , F (ξmax, k, , p)
)
= F (k, k, , p) ,
where F (k, k, , p) is decreasing when p > pk,ξmax . This however only proves that the
solution of (3.28) is pk,ξmax for this particular choice of k and  in Figure 3-4.
In the following subsections we shall prove the necessary results to solve (3.28) for the
asymptotic range of  considered and k increasing. The required results are; the points
of intersection in p, and the corresponding value of F (ξ, k, , p) at these intersections.
These results then allow us to construct an argument similar to that used in our example
for Figure 3-4.

































Figure 3-4: Plot of the functions F (pi, k, , p), F (k, k, , p) and F (5k, k, , p) for k = 100,
 = k, p = [0, 5k].
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Recalling the definitions of the intersection (3.30) and the critical points (3.27) in
this subsection we examine the relative positions of each of these values of p for k
sufficiently large. This is achieved in Theorem 3.14 where we establish an inequality
relating the relative positions of these quantities for increasing k. After this we calculate
the corresponding values of F (ξ, k, , p) at each of pk,ξmin , pk,ξmax and pξmin,ξmax and
provide an inequality between these values of F (ξ, k, , p), given in Theorem 3.18. These
two inequalities are then used together with results from section 3.2.2 to obtain the
solution of problem(3.9). The main results, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 are proved
in Section 3.4.
We start by computing pk,ξmax the solution of F (k, k, , p) = F (ξmax, k, , p) for in-
creasing k
Lemma 3.11:
The value of p ∈ R+ which solves F (k, k, , p) = F (ξmax, k, , p), where  = kδ, for k


















Proof. One can show that the only possible positive and real solution of F (k, k, , p) =
F (ξmax, k, , p) is given by the formula,
pk,ξmax =







where for this equation we have dropped the k and  dependence to make the equation
shorter. One can then recall the leading order terms of (2.43) and (2.37), and inserting



























) + Higher order terms.




2 and dividing both
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Then as pk,ξmax must be greater than zero we need to check that the square root in
(3.33) is strictly greater than zero. We define the square root in (3.33) as the following
fpk,ξmax (k, δ, γ) =









If δ ∈ [0, 2) then one can show that by taking the Taylor expansion of fpk,ξmax (k, δ, γ)
for k →∞ that,








Hence the result (3.31). However if δ = 2 then,
fpk,ξmax (k, 2, γ) = 1.079431 . . . , (3.35)
when γ =
√
24. Therefore (3.33) is real and greater than zero for all δ ∈ [0, 2].
The proofs for Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13 are similar, therefore we present the results.
Lemma 3.12:
The value of p ∈ R+ which solves F (k, k, , p) = F (ξmin, k, , p), where  = kδ, for k
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Lemma 3.13:
The value of p ∈ R+ which solves F (k, ξmax, , p) = F (ξmin, k, , p), where  = kδ, for












We now form an inequality from the results of Lemmas 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 and the
critical points (3.27a), (3.27b), (3.27c) for k sufficiently large.
Theorem 3.14:
For  = kδ, where δ ∈ [0, 2), and k sufficiently large enough,
pck < pk,ξmin < pk,ξmax < p
c
ξmin
< pξmin,ξmax < p
c
ξmax . (3.38)




< pk,ξmin < pk,ξmax < pξmin,ξmax < p
c
ξmax . (3.39)
Proof. We consider first the case when δ ∈ [0, 2). Firstly by simply recalling (3.31),




pξmin,ξmax behaves asymptotically like k. If we recall (3.27a), (3.27b), (3.27c) it is
clear that both pcξmin and p
c
ξmax
grow like k, and pck grows like k
δ
2 . If we collect this
information we observe that we have one term which is of the order k
δ










(2+δ) < k, and therefore we know where to begin in constructing an inequality.
We can see that as pck ∼ k
δ
2 it is clearly the smallest of all six for all δ ∈ [0, 2). The









γpk,ξmin . Then as
√
γ > 1 it is clear that pk,ξmax >
√
γpk,ξmin . Finally
we must consider pξmin,ξmax , p
c
ξmin
and pcξmax which all grow like k. If we recall (3.37),
(3.27a), (3.27c) and consider the leading order terms then as γ > 1 it is clear that
pcξmin < pξmin,ξmax < p
c
ξmax
. Hence the inequality (3.38) holds for δ ∈ [0, 2).
Let us now consider the case when δ = 2. If we set δ = 2 in (3.31), (3.36) and (3.37)
we see that they all become of order k and hence to establish an inequality we must
look at the constants in each. We must therefore compute, for δ = 2,
1. pck − pcξmin
2. pcξmin − pk,ξmin
3. pk,ξmin − pk,ξmax
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4. pk,ξmax − pξmin,ξmax
5. pξmin,ξmax − pcξmax
and show that each is negative.
For brevity we compute only statement (3) and show it is less than zero. The calcula-
tions to show that (1)-(5) are less than zero are omitted as the calculations are similar.
We know from (3.31) and (3.36) that pk,ξmin − pk,ξmax will be of order k when δ = 2.

















γ + 12γ −
√
2
 = −0.617767 . . . , when γ = √24.
(3.40)
Therefore we conclude that pk,ξmin < pk,ξmax is less than zero for γ =
√
24 and statement
(1) holds. Then as (1)-(5) can all be shown to be less than zero the inequality (3.39)
holds.
In the following subsection we shall calculate the value of F (ξ, k, , p) at the intersec-
tion points pk,ξmin , pk,ξmax , pξmin,ξmax and determine a similar inequality to Corollary
3.14.
3.3.3 Computation of F (ξ, k, , p) when p = pk,ξmin , pk,ξmax , or pξmin,ξmax
We proceed by calculating the value of F (ξ, k, , p) at each of these three values found
in the previous Lemmas 3.31, 3.36 and 3.37 for k increasing.
In each of the computations that follow we compute F (ξ, k, , p) at either one of the
relevant ξ for the given intersection in p. For example if we recall the definition of pk,ξmax
(3.30b) then this occurs when F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) intersect therefore each of
these F evaluated with pk,ξmax will be the same. In this example we choose to compute
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax) as it leads to a simpler calculation.
Lemma 3.15:
For k large enough,

















Proof. We proceed by recalling the definition of F (ξ, k, , p), and evaluate with ξ = k
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and p = pk,ξmax
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax) =
pk,ξmax(λR(k, k, ) + λI(k, k, ))
(pk,ξmax + λR(k, k, ))
2 + (pk,ξmax + λI(k, k, ))
2
.
Then if we recall the results of Lemma 2.12 it follows that,



























Then inserting  = kδ gives,















We now substitute in the leading order term of (3.31)


































































For the case δ = 2 then the bracket in (3.42) is just a constant which is clearly positive
so the result follows. However if δ ∈ [0, 2) then if one takes a Taylor expansion of the





















, for k →∞. (3.43)
The result then follows.
As the proofs for F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmin) and F (ξ, k, , pξmin,ξmax) are similar, we therefore
only present the results.
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Lemma 3.16:
For k large enough,
















For k large enough,












where β = γ + 1 +
√
2γ.
We can then use Lemmas 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 to immediately prove the following re-
sult,
Theorem 3.18:
If  = ckδ and ξ ∈ {ξmin, k, ξmax}, then for k sufficiently large and δ ∈ [0, 2) it follows
that,
F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmax) < F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmin) < F (ξ, k, , pξmin,ξmax). (3.46)
And for k sufficiently large and δ = 2 it follows that,
F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmax) < F (ξ, k, , pξmin,ξmax) < F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmin). (3.47)
Proof. If we consider the case for δ ∈ [0, 2) first then we need only take the leading
order terms of (3.41), (3.44) and (3.45). To start we will compare (3.41) and (3.44).
On doing this one can observe that immediately that
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax) = γ
− 1
2F (k, k, , pk,ξmin).
Then as γ−
1
2 < 1 it follows that,
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax) < F (k, k, , pk,ξmin), for k sufficiently large enough.
We now show that F (k, k, , pk,ξmin) < F (k, k, , pξmin,ξmax), by computing the difference
between F (k, k, , pk,ξmin) and F (k, k, , pξmin,ξmax),
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γ → 0, and therefore,
F (k, k, , pk,ξmin)− F (k, k, , pξmin,ξmax) < 0
Therefore we have the that, for δ ∈ [0, 2) and ξ ∈ {ξmin, k, ξmax}
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax) < F (ξ, k, , pk,ξmin) < F (ξ, k, , pξmin,ξmax),
for k sufficiently large enough.
We now consider the case when δ = 2 and prove that (3.47) holds. Firstly we recall
(3.42), and let δ = 2 to attain.

















Similarly we can compute similarly expressions using (3.44) and (3.45) and setting
δ = 2,






















As mentioned previously in our numerical computations we choose γ =
√
24. Therefore
one can directly compute the difference of (3.48) and (3.49) and (3.49) and (3.50) where,
F (k, k, , pk,ξmax)− F (ξmin, k, , pξmin,ξmax) = −0.016968 . . . ,
F (ξmin, k, , pξmin,ξmax)− F (k, k, , pξmin,k) = −0.031646 . . . .
Therefore when γ =
√
24 then the inequality (3.47) holds.
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3.4 Proof of the main results
We now use the results of the previous section to prove the main results of this chapter,
namely Theorem 3.2 and the Corollary 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider the graphs of F (ξmax, k, , p) and F (k, k, , p) as
functions of p. These graphs have got one intersection point p = pk,ξmax and the
configuration of the graphs is shown in Figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8. So then the
minimum of these two functions is the envelope below the point of intersection p =
pk,ξmax , which is maximised at the value F (k, k, , pk,ξmax). This can be proved by the
lemmas above. Similarly one can show that the maximum of the minimum of the
two curves F (ξ, k, , p) for ξ = ξmin and k is at F (k, k, , pξmin,k). Moreover the two
curves with ξ = ξmin and ξ = ξmax have their minimum maximised at the point with
F (ξmin, k, , pξmin,ξmax). Now taking the minimum of the three envelopes and using






F (ξ, k, , p)
)
= F (k, k, , pk,ξmax).
Then (3.11) follows from (3.31).
In Figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 we plot F (ξmin, k, , p) , F (k, k, , p), and F (ξmax, k, , p)
for a given k, , ξmin and ξmax. In each figure the solution of (3.6) can be seen to be
pk,ξmax .
We can now use the solution to (3.9), pk,ξmax to compute ρ
O
0 (ξ, k, , pk,ξmax , 0) and
evaluate when k increases. If we then recall the result of Lemma 3.11, namely equation
(3.31), then if we let γ =
√
24 in this equation then we obtain the advertised result in
equation (3.11).
Proof of Corollary 3.3. If we recall the definition of the convergence rate (3.7),
ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, 0) = 1− 4F (ξ, k, , p).
We therefore wish to evaluate F (ξ, k, , p) with the optimised choice of p∗ = pk,ξmax , and
then find the maximum of ρO0 (ξ, k, , pk,ξmax , 0) (and hence the minimum of F (ξ, k, , p))
which we expect to occur at ξ = ξmax. This would give us a conservative estimate of
the convergence rate, as k increases. If we recall the result of Lemma 3.15 then,
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for k increasing. If one then inserts (3.51) into (3.7) the result follows.
We can now use this result to prove Corollary 3.4 and provide a lower bound on the
number of iterations of (2.17) needed to reach a tolerance τ .
Proof of Corollary 3.4. If we recall (2.21) then one can see that the error of the
Schwarz algorithm (2.17) at iterate two (after one solve on each subdomain) is given
by
Ê2(x, ξ) = ρO0 (ξ, k, , p
∗, 0) Ê0(x, ξ).
If we now take the L2 norm of both sides it is true that∥∥∥Ê2(x, ξ)∥∥∥
L2
≤ ∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣ ∥∥∥Ê0(x, ξ)∥∥∥
L2
,
and hence after Niters iterates it is true that,∥∥∥ÊNiters(x, ξ)∥∥∥
L2
≤ ∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣2Niters ∥∥∥Ê0(x, ξ)∥∥∥
L2
.
Then as ‖Eˆ(x, ξ)‖L2 = ‖E(x, y)‖L2 by Plancherel’s Theorem it follows that∥∥ENiters(x, ξ)∥∥
L2
≤ ∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣2Niters ∥∥E0(x, ξ)∥∥L2 .
As ρO0 < 1 by Theorem 3.1 then it is certainly true that
‖ENiters‖
L2
‖E0‖L2 → 0 as Niters →∞.
But of course in practice we want our Schwarz algorithm to converge to some allowable
tolerance τ (say 10−6) in a finite number of iterations Niters. Hence we rewrite the
above as, ∥∥E2Niters(x, y)∥∥
L2
‖E0(x, y)‖L2
≤ ∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣Niters ,
≤ τ.
As we already have an expression for the maximum value of |ρO0 | with respect to ξ for
large k then we can use the above equation. This will allow us to show how the number
of iterations taken for the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) to reach τ depends on k. We start
by writing down the following inequality using the equation above,
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣2Niters ≤ τ.
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If one then takes the log of both sides this yields
−2Niters log
(∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p∗, 0) ∣∣) ≥ − log (τ) .
Then if we recall that the leading order terms of maxξ |ρO0 | are given by (3.12), and













≥ − log (τ) .
Then performing a series expansion of the log term on the left hand side of the above
















If we then rearrange the above, and substitute γ =
√













In the following Chapter we will implement the Schwarz algorithm and test all of the
interface conditions mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3. These numerical computations
will verify that indeed the optimised interface condition improves significantly on the
standard Taylor conditions as k increases, a result which Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 would
suggest.
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Figure 3-5: Plot of the three functions F (ξmin, k, , p), F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) with
k = 4000,  = k
1
2 , ξmin = pi and ξmax = 5k.


































Figure 3-6: Plot of the three functions F (ξmin, k, , p), F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) with
k = 4000,  = k, ξmin = pi and ξmax = 5k.
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Figure 3-7: Plot of the three functions F (ξmin, k, , p), F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) with
k = 4000,  = k
3
2 , ξmin = pi and ξmax = 5k.


































Figure 3-8: Plot of the three functions F (ξmin, k, , p), F (k, k, , p) and F (ξmax, k, , p) with
k = 4000,  = k2, ξmin = pi and ξmax = 5k.
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CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SCHWARZ DOMAIN
DECOMPOSITION METHODS
In this chapter we perform two types of numerical experiments involving the Schwarz
algorithm (2.17). The overall aim of these experiments is to illustrate the effect of
different choices of the interface operator S.
The first set of numerical experiments is concerned with the actual construction of S
and its effect on the convergence rate ρ. Considering first the case
Su = p (1 + i)u, with p > 0, (4.1)
we recall that in Chapter 3 we solved the minimax problem (3.6) to obtain a closed
form solution p∗ to the minimax problem and examined its asymptotics as k →∞. The
resulting convergence rate is given by (3.3), derived by considering a two domain non-
overlapping Schwarz iterative method. In this chapter we consider first the addition
of overlap into the Schwarz algorithm (2.17) in the case when the interface operator S
is of the form (4.1), and how this effects the solution of the minimax problem and the
resulting convergence rate. Secondly we consider optimising over two free parameters
by the addition of a higher order term in the optimised interface condition in the form
of a second order tangential derivative. That is
Su = p (1 + i)u− q (1 + i) ∂
2u
∂y2
, with p, q > 0, (4.2)
If we recall the form of the standard second order Taylor interface condition (2.55)
then it is clear why we do not include any terms in ∂u∂y In both cases we solve the
resulting minimax problems numerically with either one of these new additions, and
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conjecture using the numerical results as to how the solutions depend on k and the
absorbing parameter  as k increases. This will then allow us to conjecture as to
how the maximum of the convergence rate of the Schwarz algorithm behaves as k
increases. What we show is that both of these additions can provide an improvement
in the convergence of the Schwarz iteration compared to the case with no overlap and
interface condition (4.1), see §4.1.1 and §4.1.2.
The second set of numerical tests are a study of the Schwarz iterative algorithm for a
two subdomain decomposition (2.17). We use this method as both an iterative method
and as a preconditioner for GMRES, using methods discussed in chapters 2, 3 and the
first section of this chapter. These results provide numerical evidence to the theoretical
bounds provided in the chapters mentioned.
In the final set of numerical experiments we test the influence of the choice of the
interface condition in a situation where we no longer have any theoretical guidance for
the convergence of the method. In these numerical experiments we use a one iteration
of a restricted additive Schwarz method (RAS) as a preconditioner for GMRES, and
our domain is decomposed into two or more subdomains. What these experiments
show is that in this more general scenario we no longer observe as much of a difference
between the optimised and Taylor interface conditions, but in general the optimised
method still converges quicker.
4.1 Numerical solution of the minimax problem
In this section we shall consider numerically solving minimax problems of a similar form
to (3.5) using our own subroutine which uses the Nelder-Mead simplex method [42] to
solve the minimisation part of the minimax problem. We then use these numerical
results to conjecture how the optimised parameters and convergence rate behave as
k increases. To motivate why we consider solving the resulting minimax problems
numerically let us consider the case of the overlapping Schwarz iterative method (given
by (2.17) with L > 0) with zeroth order impedance transmission condition (3.2). One
can then show that the convergence rate of this iterative method is given by,
∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, L)∣∣ = (p− λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p− λI(ξ, k, ))2
(p+ λR(ξ, k, ))
2 + (p+ λI(ξ, k, ))
2 e
−2LλR(ξ,k,). (4.3)






∣∣∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, L)∣∣∣∣) , (4.4)
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Previously we solved (3.5) in Chapter 3 and obtained information about the behaviour
of the convergence rate (3.3) with respect to ξ and p to enable us to solve the minimax
problem. Solving the minimax problem (4.4) in more generality analytically seems to
be very technically demanding. Thus instead we choose to solve the minimax problem
(4.4) numerically and conjecture as to how the leading asymptotic terms of the solution
p behaves with k. Therefore we use the Nelder-Mead method as it is a derivative
free non-linear optimisation method. In the numerical implementations in the second
section of this chapter we use the values for optimised parameters generated by the
numerical solution of (4.4).
4.1.1 Zeroth order interface condition with overlap
We start by solving (4.4) numerically and then conjecture what the leading order
asymptotic behaviour of p is, for increasing k. We are interested in the asymptotic
behaviour as the end goal is to have an efficient solver when solving Helmholtz problems
with large values of k. Therefore it is useful for us to know how the convergence rate
ρ behaves for increasing k. For the following results we assume that h = pi5k and that
our overlap is a fixed number of grid points and so L ∼ h. In Figure 4-2 the solution,
p, of (4.4) is plotted for a fixed  and increasing k. From these numerical experiments
we then make the following conjecture of the asymptotic behaviour of p with respect
to k.
Conjecture 4.1:
Assuming that  = kδ, where δ ∈ [0, 2], ξmin ≥ 0 (and independent of k), ξmax = 5k,
and an overlap L ∼ k−1 (as we assume that h ∼ k−1). Then the p which solves (4.4)
behaves like the following for increasing k,
p ∼ k δ+13 . (4.5)
This conjecture then allows us to comment on the behaviour of the maximum of the
convergence rate (4.3) for increasing k. We present the following conjecture describing
the leading order asymptotic behaviour of the maximum (4.3) for k increasing and then
justify this numerically.
Corollary 4.2:
Assuming that Conjecture 4.1 holds where p is the solution of (4.4), then the maximum
of the convergence rate (4.3) behaves as follows for k increasing,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
∣∣∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, L)∣∣∣∣ ∼ 1− k δ−26 +O (k δ−23 ) . (4.6)
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In Figure 4-1 we plot the convergence rate (4.3) for k = 1000,  = k, L = pi5k and
ξ ∈ [0, 5k]. What we observe is that the convergence rate has two internal maxima,




∣∣∣∣ρO0 (ξ, k, , p, L)∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣ρO0 (k, k, , p, L)∣∣ ,
=
(p− λR(k, k, ))2 + (p− λI(k, k, ))2
(p+ λR(k, k, ))




We can then substitute (4.5) for p into (4.7), and then using the fact that λR(k, k, ) =
λI(k, k, ) =
√
kδ
2 and that L ∼ k−1 this tells us that,
max
ξmin≤ξ≤ξmax
















)2 e−2k δ−22 .
If we then Taylor expand the right hand side of the above the equation for large k then
we obtain the desired result (4.6).
In Figure 4-3 we plot the convergence rate (4.3) for increasing k with ξmin = pi, ξmax =
5k, L = pi5k and fixed . The choice of p that we use is that generated by numerically
solving (4.4) with the parameters given above. What we observe is that the numerically
computed value of the maximum of the convergence rate agrees quite well with the
asymptotic behaviour predicted by Corollary 4.2 especially as k increases.
We recall the analogous result with no overlap, given in Corollary 3.3, tells us that
ρ ∼ 1− k δ−24 . Therefore the addition of an overlap results in a convergence rate which
does not deteriorate as badly when k increases.
Remark 4.3:
We note that the estimate given in (4.6) assumes that L = CLh for some CL > 0, and
thus CL affects the hidden constant in the asymptotic expression (4.5). This dependence
is somehow crucial as when CL = 0 we should recover the result without overlap (3.12)
which is worse. Hence further work could be done to find the explicit dependence of the
hidden constant in (4.5) on CL. However this is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 4-1: We plot the convergence rate (4.3) with p given by the solution of (4.4) for
increasing ξ. The internal maxima are indicated by the asterisk and diamond. We fix k = 1000,
 = k, ξmax = 5k and L = h.

















































Figure 4-2: For each Figure we plot the numerical solution p of (4.4) vs k with a given value
of . We fix ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k and L = h.
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Figure 4-3: For each Figure we plot the convergence rate ρ vs k with a given value of  and p
given by the solution of (4.4). We fix ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k and L = h.
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4.1.2 Second order interface condition without overlap
In section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2 we discussed the addition of a second order term into the
Taylor interface condition (2.54). We then proved in Theorems 2.29 and 2.30 that the
convergence rate is better in this case compared to the case when there is a zero order
term. Therefore we now include a second order term in the optimised method in the
hope that optimising with this additional parameter will give improved convergence.
Hence we consider now interface operators of the form,
SO2 = p(1 + i)− q(1 + i)∂2yy, and thus, (4.8)
and thus,
σO2 = p(1 + i) + q(1 + i)ξ
2,
where p, q are to be chosen. Therefore in our optimisation problem we now have two
parameters p, q which we can use to minimise the maximum of the convergence rate.






∣∣∣∣ρO2 (ξ, k, , p, q, 0)∣∣∣∣) , (4.9)
where,
∣∣ρO2 (ξ, k, , p, q, 0)∣∣ = (p+ qξ2 − λR(ξ, k, ))2 + (p+ qξ2 − λI(ξ, k, ))2
(p+ qξ2 + λR(ξ, k, ))
2 + (p+ qξ2 + λI(ξ, k, ))
2 . (4.10)
As we have done previously, we solve (4.9) numerically then conjecture as to what the
leading asymptotic behaviour of p and q are for increasing k, assuming that h = pi5k . In
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 the solutions p (left of figures) and log(q) (right of Figure) of (4.4)
are plotted for a fixed  and increasing k. We plot log(q) instead of q as this makes the
asymptotic behaviour of q with respect to k clearer. From these numerical results we
make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.4:
Assuming that  = kδ, where δ ∈ [0, 2], ξmin ≥ 0 (and independent of k), ξmax = 5k,
and no overlap. Then the p and q which solve (4.9) behave like the following for
increasing k,
p ∼ k δ+24 , (4.11)
q ∼ k δ−64 . (4.12)
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Figure 4-4: For each Figure we plot the numerical solutions p and q of (4.9) vs k with a given
value of . We fix ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k.
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Figure 4-5: For each Figure we plot the numerical solutions p and q of (4.9) vs k with a given
value of . We fix ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k.
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We now evaluate the maximum of the convergence rate (4.10) numerically with the
values of p and q found by numerically solving (4.9). The results of this for increasing
k with ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k, h =
pi
5k and fixed  can be found in Figure 4-6. From
these numerical results we make the following observation as to the behaviour of the
maximum with respect to ξ of (4.10).
Corollary 4.5:
Under the same assumptions as Conjecture 4.4, and if p and q are the solutions obtained




∣∣∣∣ρO2 (ξ, k, , p, q, 0)∣∣∣∣ ∼ 1− k δ−28 +O (k δ−24 ) . (4.13)
What we observe is that with the addition of an extra free parameter q, which comes
from a second order tangential derivative in the interface condition, we should expect
to achieve even better convergence of the iterative Schwarz algorithm (2.17) compared
to all of the choices mentioned previously. For example in Corollary 4.2 we observed an
asymptotic rate of ρ ∼ 1−k δ−26 . Therefore we should expect to observe a slower growth
in the number of iterations of the iterative Schwarz method (2.17) for increasing k when
we use the optimised second order conditions. In Figure 4-6 we plot (in blue) the actual
value of the the maximum of |ρO2 (ξ, k, , p, q, 0)| for increasing k with a fixed  with p
and q computed numerically by solving (4.9). This is compared with the asymptotic
result from conjecture 4.5 (given in red). We observe that when k increases the rate of
growth of the maximum computed numerically agrees well with the behaviour of the
asymptotic result. Hence we can conclude that the numerical evidence suggests that
the conjectured asymptotics in (4.13) are indeed correct.
In the next section we shall implement the iterative Schwarz algorithm (2.17) with all
of the interface conditions which we have discussed in chapters 2 and 3 and this section.
We shall use these results to provide further evidence for the convergence rate bounds
shown previously for both optimised methods and the Taylor methods.
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Figure 4-6: For each Figure we plot the convergence rate ρ vs k with a given value of  and p
and q given by the solutions of (4.9). We fix ξmin = pi, ξmax = 5k and L = h.
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4.2 Numerical experiments using the Schwarz method on
2 subdomains
We now demonstrate the convergence of the Schwarz method and compare the various
interface conditions mentioned previously. First let us consider the following Helmholtz
problem on the unit square with an impedance boundary condition,
−∆u− k2u+ iu = 1, in Ω = (0, 1)2
∂
∂n
u+ iku = 0, on ∂Ω
 (4.14)
where we remind the reader that k,  > 0 and ∂∂n denotes the outward normal derivative.
We then choose to discretise (4.14) with piecewise linear finite elements on a uniform
Figure 4-7: Numerical solution of (4.14) where k = 20pi and  = k.
grid with grid spacing h to obtain the following linear system,
AU = 1. (4.15)
The numerical solution of the above PDE is shown in Figure 4-7 for a fixed k and . We
now choose to either solve (4.15) using the iterative Schwarz method (2.17), or use one
iteration of (2.17) to approximate A−1 (recall that we denote this approximate inverse
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by M−1 ) and solve the following preconditioned linear system with GMRES,
M−1 AU = M
−1
 1. (4.16)
For the Schwarz method we decompose Ω into two subdomains which are allowed an















× (0, 1) .





Figure 4-8: Cartoon of the decomposition Ω = (0, 1)2 into two overlapping subdomains Ω1
and Ω2.
of the Schwarz method we compute the residual by assembling the two subdomain
approximations un1 and u
n
2 to form a global approximation U
n. In the overlapping
region, or on the interface when L = 0, we take the average of the two subdomain
approximations. We then compute the residual,
rn = 1−AUn.
The Schwarz iteration stops when the `2 norm of the residual reaches a given user
defined tolerance, which we choose to be 10−6 in our numerical experiments (similar
trends are observed for different tolerances). For all of the numerical experiments we
fix  and increase k with h = pi5k and note the number of iterations taken by either the
iterative Schwarz method or preconditioned GMRES.
In both sets of numerical tests we compare all of the choices of interface condition
previously mentioned in Chapters 2, 3 and at the start of this chapter. We use the
following notation to denote each choice
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• ST0 = zeroth order Taylor approximation (2.56).
• ST2 = second order Taylor approximation (2.55).
• SO0 = zeroth order optimised condition (3.2).
• SO2 = second order optimised condition (4.8)
For the first set of experiments we set L = 0 and use a non-overlapping Schwarz method
In Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 we present the results using the Schwarz method as an
iterative algorithm to solve the linear system (4.15). What we immediately see from
these results is that the second order optimised condition performs the best out of
all of the interface conditions. It is followed by the zeroth order optimised in terms
of performance, then the second order Taylor approximation and finally the zeroth
order Taylor approximation. The numerical results show that choosing a second order
optimised interface condition results in convergence in at least a half of the number of
iterations it takes for the zeroth order optimised and at most a third. We also notice
that, as expected, when we increase  the number of iterations needed to converge
decreases for all of the methods, and once we reach  = k2 each method converges
independently (or nearly) of k, as k increases which is what is predicted by Corollary
3.4. A most interesting observation is that the second order Taylor approximation
performs very well when  = k2 almost converging in an many iterations as the zeroth
order optimised method.
In figures 4-9 and 4-10 we plot the number of iterations from the previously mentioned
tables against the corresponding k for the zeroth order and second order optimised
methods. Along with this we plot the expected lower bounds on the number of iterations
for k increasing found from Corollary 3.4 and the corresponding result using Conjecture
4.5. What we observe is that the numerical results agree with the behaviour of the
theoretical bounds as k increases.
If we now examine Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 these results show the number of GMRES
iterations taken to solve the preconditioned system (4.16). What we observe is that we
get an expected speed up in convergence in all of the methods as one would expect from
using a preconditioned Krylov solver. In terms of the individual methods the second
order optimised converges the fastest out of all four methods, again by almost half
the iterations at best. We also observe the same expected behaviour when  increases,
namely that the number of iterations steadily decreases as  increases. When  = k2
we observe k independent convergence.
The next set of numerical experiments concern overlapping methods where we choose
L = h. In Tables 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 we solve (4.15) using the Schwarz method as
an iterative solver. We observe the same behaviour as we did with the non-overlapping
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method, namely that the second order optimised interface condition results in a Schwarz
method which converges in the least number of iterations. In comparison to both of the
Taylor conditions it is a drastic improvement, and even converges at best in roughly
a third of the number of iterations taken by the zeroth order optimised condition.
Regarding the behaviour with respect to , we observe again that when  increases
the number of iterations decreases as does the growth in iterations as k increases. We
also observe that when  = k2 that we achieve convergence independent of k for all
of the choices of interface condition. If we compare these results to those of the non-
overlapping methods in tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 we see that even introducing the
minimum amount of overlap, L = h one grid cell, that this results in an improvement
in convergence for all of the choices of methods. What can be seen is the improvement
in convergence is more visible as k increases.
The results for solving the preconditioned system (4.16) using GMRES are given in
Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16. We observe again the same speed up between these
results and those of the iterative overlapping methods as we saw for the non-overlapping
case. The most drastic improvement is seen for the both of the Taylor conditions.
Whilst the convergence is improved for both of the optimised conditions it is not as
striking. Indeed the second order optimised method works almost as well as an iterative
method as it does when used as a preconditioner for GMRES. This is especially the
case as  approaches k2 in magnitude. Finally if we compare the results of these tables
to those in 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 we see that the addition of an overlap does improve
convergence of preconditioned GMRES. The largest improvement is especially visible
for low choices of  and large k for the two Taylor methods.
Recalling from Section 2 that M−1 is a good preconditioner for A when  is chosen
such that
(1) A−1 is an effective preconditioner for A, so ‖I−A−1 A‖2 is small,
(2) and that M−1 is an effective preconditioner for A, so ‖I−M−1 A‖2 is small.
We can conclude that we have substantial numerical evidence to claim that (2) is
satisfied when  = k2. However from the results of [38] we know that (1) is satisfied
when k is sufficiently small. In the numerical experiments in the next section we
examine numerically how to choose  such that M−1 is a good preconditioner for
A.
These methods could of course be used for a decomposition of Ω into Nsub subdomains,
where we would expect to see a growth in the number of iterations of both the iterative
method and preconditioned GMRES as Nsub increased. We consider many subdomain
decompositions in the next section and also in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-9: A plot of the number of Schwarz iterations for increasing k for the method with
optimised zeroth order (blue) and optimised second order (red) for  = k
1
2 . These are compared
with the theoretical bounds in dashed lines.






















Figure 4-10: A plot of the number of Schwarz iterations for increasing k for the method with
optimised zeroth order (blue) and optimised second order (red) for  = k. These are compared
with the theoretical bounds in dashed lines.
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5pi 625 >1000 629 47 18
10pi 2500 >1000 >1000 72 26
20pi 10000 >1000 >1000 97 31
40pi 40000 >1000 >1000 133 38
80pi 160000 >1000 >1000 175 47
Table 4.1: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
1
2 .








5pi 625 >1000 208 37 13
10pi 2500 >1000 546 52 16
20pi 10000 >1000 >1000 63 17
40pi 40000 >1000 >1000 79 19
80pi 160000 >1000 >1000 97 23
Table 4.2: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5kand  = k.








5pi 625 250 62 28 11
10pi 2500 730 105 32 13
20pi 10000 >1000 151 38 14
40pi 40000 >1000 220 43 15
80pi 160000 >1000 315 50 17
Table 4.3: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
3
2 .








5pi 625 78 21 19 11
10pi 2500 130 23 22 11
20pi 10000 138 24 22 12
40pi 40000 138 24 23 12
80pi 160000 146 25 23 12
Table 4.4: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
2.
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5pi 625 38 24 24 15
10pi 2500 62 36 30 18
20pi 10000 86 49 35 20
40pi 40000 98 51 41 22
80pi 160000 171 100 48 23
Table 4.5: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
1
2 .








5pi 625 36 24 20 12
10pi 2500 62 36 23 14
20pi 10000 83 46 26 16
40pi 40000 88 54 29 18
80pi 160000 136 66 32 19
Table 4.6: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k.








5pi 625 34 22 16 10
10pi 2500 52 27 18 11
20pi 10000 60 30 19 11
40pi 40000 66 33 20 12
80pi 160000 72 37 21 12
Table 4.7: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
3
2 .








5pi 625 28 18 14 10
10pi 2500 30 18 14 10
20pi 10000 30 18 14 10
40pi 40000 30 18 14 10
80pi 160000 30 18 14 10
Table 4.8: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k and  = k
2.
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5pi 625 >1000 659 45 14
10pi 2500 >1000 >1000 68 17
20pi 10000 >1000 >1000 79 19
40pi 40000 >1000 >1000 102 22
80pi 160000 >1000 >1000 119 25
Table 4.9: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
1
2 .








5pi 625 898 204 36 12
10pi 2500 >1000 535 49 14
20pi 10000 >1000 >1000 58 15
40pi 40000 >1000 >1000 68 17
80pi 160000 >1000 >1000 81 19
Table 4.10: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k.








5pi 625 220 63 27 11
10pi 2500 403 98 29 11
20pi 10000 553 146 32 12
40pi 40000 818 213 38 13
80pi 160000 >1000 304 44 15
Table 4.11: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
3
2 .








5pi 625 78 21 18 10
10pi 2500 78 23 18 10
20pi 10000 79 23 19 10
40pi 40000 82 24 20 10
80pi 160000 84 24 20 10
Table 4.12: Number of Schwarz iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
2.
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5pi 625 31 24 23 14
10pi 2500 61 34 28 18
20pi 10000 81 44 31 20
40pi 40000 93 50 35 22
80pi 160000 131 52 35 22
Table 4.13: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
1
2 .








5pi 625 34 20 19 12
10pi 2500 57 32 22 14
20pi 10000 78 39 25 16
40pi 40000 80 40 28 18
80pi 160000 86 44 31 19
Table 4.14: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k.








5pi 625 30 18 16 10
10pi 2500 44 22 17 11
20pi 10000 49 24 18 11
40pi 40000 53 26 19 12
80pi 160000 57 28 20 12
Table 4.15: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
3
2 .








5pi 625 23 14 13 10
10pi 2500 24 14 13 10
20pi 10000 24 14 13 10
40pi 40000 25 14 13 10
80pi 160000 25 14 13 10
Table 4.16: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed k, h = pi5k , L = h and  = k
2.
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4.3 Numerical experiments using the Schwarz method on
multiple subdomains to solve M−1 A =M
−1
 1
In our final set of experiments we examine the convergence of the Schwarz method
with multiple subdomains used as a preconditioner for GMRES. We also compute the
field of values of the resulting preconditioned linear system. We consider the following
Helmholtz problem as our model problem
−∆u− k2u = 1, in Ω = (0, 1)2
∂
∂n
u+ iku = 0, on ∂Ω
 (4.17)
If we then discretise (4.17) with piecewise linear finite elements on a uniform grid with
grid spacing h we obtain the following linear system,
AU = 1. (4.18)
We now precondition the above equation with M−1 and solve the following precondi-
tioned linear system with GMRES,
M−1 AU = M
−1
 1, (4.19)
where M−1 is the approximate inverse of A ( the matrix arising form the discretisa-
tion of (4.14)) formed using one iteration of a domain decomposition method. The
domain decomposition method that we choose for our experiments is the Restricted
Additive Schwarz method (RAS) [9], where our domain Ω is decomposed into Nsub
overlapping subdomains. We choose to decompose Ω into strips, see Figure 4-11. The










where Ri is a restriction matrix which takes data on the whole of Ω and restricts it
to just those nodes on the overlapping subdomain Ωi. Similarly R˜i is a restriction
matrix but for a non overlapping subdomain Ω˜i. Finally the matrices (Aˆ)i are formed
by discretising (4.14) (or this equation with optimised boundary conditions on the
interface between subdomains, we choose the optimised zeroth order condition in our
computations) on a local subdomain Ωi. We then solve the preconditioned system
(4.19) using GMRES-RAS with a tolerance of 10−7.
In Tables 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 we look at the effect of varying the value of , the interface
condition between subdomains, and the number of subdomain Nsub Throughout we
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Figure 4-11: Cartoon of the decomposition Ω = (0, 1)2 into three overlapping subdomains
Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3. The non-overlapping domains are denoted by Ω˜i for i = 1, 2, 3. The red lines
represent the interfaces of the overlapping domains and the dashed lines the interfaces of the
non-overlapping domains.
solve (4.19) using GMRES-RAS for a fixed k, hk < 1 and an overlap between subdo-
mains of h. When  is increased we find that the convergence steadily deteriorates, and
when  = k2 the convergence is very poor. The optimal value of  for a good GMRES-
RAS solver seems to be  ≤ k, though it should be noted that choosing  = k 12 results
in only a few more iterations. The influence of the choice of interface condition was
not as significant as was found in the previous section. Indeed the optimised interface
condition (denoted by SO0 ) converged in at best ten to twenty iterations less than the
standard impedance condition (denoted by ST0 ), but more often than not only in one
or two iterations less. Finally as the number of subdomains was increased a deterio-
ration in the convergence was observed, this however was to be expected as there was
no coarse space correction [8, §2]. It would be expected that if a suitable coarse space
was used then the number of iterations should significantly decrease as Nsub increases.
However, the design of such coarse spaces was not a focus of this thesis, we refer the
reader to the following reference for recent work on two level domain decomposition
methods for the Helmholtz problem [34].
This convergence can be explained by examining the field of values of the matrix on the
left hand side of (4.19). In Figures 4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15 we examine how increasing
 influences the boundary of the field of values of M−1 A for fixed k and hk < 1.
In these computations M−1 is formed by one iteration of RAS where the interface
condition between subdomains is a zeroth order optimised condition (4.1). We find
that as  is increased this results in a decrease in the distance of the boundary of the
field of values from the origin (as was observed previously in Section 2.2 for A−1 A).
Therefore according to Theorem 2.3 we should expect GMRES to converge fastest when
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 = k (or indeed  = k
1
2 ) as the boundary of the field of values appears (at least from
this numerical evidence) to be bounded away from the origin. This convergence of
GMRES-RAS is observed in Tables 4.17, 4.18, 4.19. Hence we conclude that based
on the numerical evidence that a choice of  ∼ k results in a domain decomposition
preconditioner M−1 which acts as a good preconditioner for A, see (2.15). In the large
scale industrial and 3D computations in Chapter 5 we shall also use a choice of  ∼ k
in our preconditioner, however it still remains an open question to prove this result
theoretically.
Nsub  = k
















2 12 11 10 9 17 15 28 26
4 18 16 18 16 23 19 33 30
8 32 27 32 26 34 27 42 34
16 57 57 57 55 58 52 62 54
Table 4.17: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed number of subdomains Nsub. Here
k = 5pi, h = pi5k , ovlp = h.
Nsub  = k
















2 15 13 13 11 23 21 60 57
4 24 21 23 21 32 29 68 63
8 40 42 40 42 46 45 80 74
16 88 79 88 75 90 71 109 90
Table 4.18: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed number of subdomains Nsub. Here
k = 10pi, h = pi5k , ovlp = h.
Nsub  = k
















2 17 15 14 13 31 28 125 119
4 29 30 27 28 42 36 139 131
8 55 64 55 57 63 60 154 145
16 102 144 102 114 105 102 186 184
Table 4.19: Number of GMRES iterations for a fixed number of subdomains Nsub. Here
k = 20pi, h = pi5k , ovlp = h.
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−1
 1















Figure 4-12: The boundary of the field of values of M−1 A for k = 5, 10, 20 with  = k
1
2 .















Figure 4-13: The boundary of the field of values of M−1 A for k = 5, 10, 20 with  = k.
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Figure 4-14: The boundary of the field of values of M−1 A for k = 5, 10, 20 with  = k
3
2 .



















THE SWEEPING PRECONDITIONER AND A NEW HYBRID
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION BASED VARIANT
In this chapter we develop a hybrid preconditioning method which is suitable for the it-
erative solution of large scale Helmholtz problems including 3D problems. This hybrid
method uses a combination of the sweeping preconditioner (introduced in [5]) with an
overlapping domain decomposition method. The domain decomposition methods that
we use are those developed in Chapters 2, 3 and guided by the numerical experiments
in Chapter 4. The sweeping preconditioner is an effective preconditioner for the iter-
ative solution of the Helmholtz equation for constant and non constant wavenumber.
However it does require the solution of substantial subproblems which can be costly.
We shall use domain decomposition to approximate these subproblems The sweeping
preconditioner was developed by Bjo¨rn Engquist and Lexing Ying with two different
approaches given in [5], [6]. It is the former approach, using moving perfectly matched
layers, which we will discuss here.
Assuming that we have discretised our PDE with finite differences, on a rectangular
domain and grid, then the algorithm works by constructing an approximate block LDLt
factorisation of the system matrix, where the matrix D is a block diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are dense matrices. The block size is the corresponding number of
unknowns in each row of the grid, assuming a lexicographical ordering. In this Chapter
we choose to use finite differences as this was the choice of discretisation used by Dr
Paul Childs in the software he developed at Schlumberger Gould research, therefore we
used this convention though one could repeat these experiments using finite elements
and obtain similar results. This factorisation of the system matrix could be inverted
which results in a similar matrix factorisation of the form (Lt)−1S(L)−1, where S is a
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block diagonal matrix whose elements are dense matrices. The essence of the sweeping
preconditioner is an efficient approximation of this inverse (discussed in detail later).
Effectively this method is then an approximation of the classical Thomas algorithm [53],
written in block form. The idea of the algorithm presented [5] is to then approximate
the elements of S to reduce the cost of the inversion. This will be discussed in detail
later.
We first introduce the Thomas algorithm for solving symmetric tridiagonal linear sys-
tems which we shall relate to the sweeping approach of the authors [5]. The model
problem and the concept of perfectly matched layers (PML) are then introduced. With
these preliminaries we then introduce the sweeping factorisation and then finally present
the main idea behind the preconditioner. For simplicity, we present the preconditioner
in 2D but is valid also in 3D where it is also an effective preconditioner. Experiments
in 3D are given later.
5.1 The Thomas algorithm for symmetric tridiagonal ma-
trices
The Thomas algorithm [53], also known as the tridiagonal matrix algorithm, is a clas-
sical method for solving a linear system where the system matrix is tridiagonal and
diagonally dominant (the algorithm is proved to be stable for this type of matrix). For
clarity let us consider a linear system of the form A˜u˜ = f where,
A˜ =

a1,1 a1,2 0 0
a2,1 a2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . an−1,n
0 0 an,n−1 an,n

where the system matrix A˜ is of size n× n.
The Thomas algorithm essentially is based on the observation that A˜ has the factori-
sation
A˜ = LDLt. (5.1)
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In the above D is a diagonal matrix
D =

s1,1 0 . . . 0
0 s2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . 0
0 0 . . . sn,n
 (5.2)
whose entries are given by
s1,1 = a1,1,
si,i = ai,i − ai,i−1s−1i−1,i−1ai−1,i, for i = 2, . . . , n
and L is the lower triangular matrix
L =

1 0 . . . 0
s−11,1a2,1 1
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . 0
0 0 s−1n−1,n−1an,n−1 1
 (5.3)
Based on this factorisation the algorithm for solving A˜u˜ = f proceeds by first solving
the linear system Lv = f by forward substitution starting from the top row. We
then perform a diagonal scaling by solving the system Dy = v and then finish by
solving the linear system Ltu˜ = y by back substitution starting from the bottom row.
This is shown in Algorithm 3. We can then count the elementary operations (el.ops)
in Algorithm 3, where the construction of the LDLt factorisation costs of O(n) [23].
Consider first the forward sweep in the Algorithm (where s−1i−1,i−1ai−1,i is a known value
in L computed during the construction of the LDLt factorisation). In line 4 we have
2 el.ops (one multiplication and subtraction) which we do n− 1 times giving a total of
2(n− 1) el.ops for the forward sweep. If we consider now the backward sweep we have
1 el.op in line 7 where we divide by sn,n. Then in line 9 we have one subtraction, one
multiplication and one division which are carried out n− 1 times. Therefore there is a
total of 3(n − 1) + 1 in the backward sweep. Hence the total for application for all of
the algorithm is O(n) el.ops.
Before introducing the analogue of this algorithm for a matrix which is symmetric
block tridiagonal (the so called sweeping factorisation) we shall introduce our model
problem and so called perfectly matched layers (PML) which can be a more accurate
approximation to the Sommerfeld radiation condition compared to a simple impedance
condition.
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Algorithm 3 Application of Thomas algorithm to solve A˜u = f
1: %Forward sweep
2: v1 = f1
3: for i = 2 . . . n do






6: %Backward sweep combining diagonal scaling
7: un = vNs
−1
n,n
8: for i = n− 1 . . . 1 do
9: u˜i = (vi − ai,i+1ui+1) s−1i,i
10: end for
5.2 Model problem
y = L x
y
Figure 5-1: Illustration of the half space considered, i.e. the region of R2 below y = L.
We consider as our motivating problem the Helmholtz equation,
Lu(x) := (−∆− k2(x))u(x) = f(x), (5.4)
on the half space {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y < L}. We assume for simplicity a zero Dirich-
let boundary condition at y = L, and to ensure that the problem is well posed the






is allowed to be variable, with ω denoting the angular frequency and c(x) the wave
speed.
In practice we approximate the above PDE by choosing a finite region of interest
which we choose to be, without loss of generality, the square domain Ω = (0, L)2 for
L ∈ R+. Our model problem is then to solve (5.4) on Ω with boundary conditions
which approximate the Sommerfeld condition presented in (1.4). An example of this
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is the impedance condition (1.5) but a better approximation can be obtained by the








Figure 5-2: Cartoon of model problem with PML region in grey.
5.2.1 Perfectly matched layers
Perfectly matched layers (PML) were first introduced by Be´renger in [7]. Here we
present the variant developed by Collino and Tsogka [20], which uses a complex co-
ordinate transform. Normally for the Helmholtz equation one imposes an absorbing
boundary condition, typically some approximation to the so called Sommerfeld radia-
tion condition, which tries to ensure that waves radiate outwards (to infinity) from a
source, and that there is no (or as little as possible) reflection at the boundary. In some
sense the method of PML is not actually a boundary condition but rather it involves the
introduction of an absorbing layer. A Dirichlet condition is placed on the outer bound-
ary of the layer. The PML truncates the domain by introducing an artificial absorbing
layer next to the boundary in which outgoing waves decay exponentially.


































, if 0 ≤ x ≤ η,
















, if 0 ≤ y ≤ η,
0, if y > η.
Here η is our chosen PML width, typically of the order of a wavelength λ = 2piω , and
CP > 0 is to be chosen. The function φ2 behaves similarly to φ1 in Figure 5-3, but
is zero in the far right region as there is a Dirichlet boundary present there in the
discretisation. Physically what these θ functions do is that they introduce an artificial
damping into the Helmholtz but only in the PML region ( i.e. the region in grey in
Figure 5-2). We can observe this from Figure 5-4. This artificial damping then forces
the solution of the Helmholtz equation in the region PML region to decay exponentially
as it reaches the outer boundary.
We can now use (5.6),(5.7) to rewrite our PDE (5.4) as one which includes a PML
absorbing layer of width η.
5.2.2 The linear system and the sweeping factorisation




















u(x, y) = −f(x, y), in Ω,
u(x, y) = 0, on ∂Ω.
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φ(x) vs x for η = 10
Figure 5-3: Plot of φ1(x) for x ∈ [0, 1]
with Cp = 1, and η = 10.
















ℜ(θ(x)) vs x for η = 10, ω = 10pi
Figure 5-4: Plot of < (θ1(x)) for x ∈ [0, 1]
with φ as in the left hand plot and ω = 10pi.
We can rewrite the above PDE in a symmetric form by simply dividing through by























u = − f
θ1θ2
, in Ω,
u = 0, on ∂Ω.
 (5.8)
where we have dropped the x, y dependence for brevity. The above PDE is the same
as (5.4) when we are in the interior of Ω, away from the PML layer (i.e. the hatched
region in Figure 5-2). But inside the PML we have a PDE with variable coefficients
coming from the variation in the functions θ1, θ2. Moreover we have homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions on the boundary ∂Ω.
We choose to discretise (5.8) with a standard 5-point finite difference stencil on an
equidistant grid with spacing h = 1n+1 , where n is the number of grid points in the x
or y direction, and hence the total number of grid points N = n2.
In practice this simple discretisation scheme is not enough to achieve numerical accu-
racy. If hk is kept constant, which can often be the case in applications, then it is
known that the accuracy of this scheme decreases as k →∞. This is known as the pol-
lution effect [25]. In large scale applications (such as Seismic inversion) it is therefore
common place for higher order numerical schemes to be used, such as those outlined
in [27].
If we denote our grid by G := {(ih, jh), where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}, then we choose to order
ui,j and fi,j , the solution vector and the external force respectively, lexicographically
row by row starting from the first row at y = 0. We therefore end up with a linear
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system Au = f to solve which has the following form,
A1,1 A1,2 0 0
A2,1 A2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . An−1,n













 =: f (5.9)
where for i = 1, . . . , n
ui = (u1,i, u2,i, . . . un,i)
t , and,
fi = (f1,i, f2,i, . . . fn,i)
t ,
and the matrix A will be complex and symmetric i.e. Ai,i−1 = Ati,i−1, but not Hermi-
tian.
(0, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) (4, 0)
(0, 1) (1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (4, 1)
(0, 2) (1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (4, 2)
(0, 3) (1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) (4, 3)
(0, 4) (1, 4) (2, 4) (3, 4) (4, 4)
Figure 5-5: Cartoon of lexicographical ordering. Here the unknowns are given by black nodes
and the Dirichlet conditions given in grey.
Let us show what the elements of A are by taking a simple example with the ordering
given in Figure 5-5, where we have a Dirichlet condition on the outer grey nodes of
Figure 5-5. If we disretise (5.8) using the standard 5 point finite difference then the
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Because of the zero Dirichlet conditions on the boundary we have u0,1 = u1,0 = 0.






















































































































Here we can see that given the example grid in Figure 5-5 A is a block 3 × 3 matrix
and each block is of size 3 × 3. In this simple example each plane of the grid has 3
points (there are 5 but 2 are by the Dirichlet conditions) which then form the blocks
of the matrix A, as we see in the above equation. We can then fill out the rest of A in
a similar fashion.
We note here that the diagonal blocks Ai,i are tridiagonal and the upper and lower
diagonal blocks Ai,i−1, Ai,i+1 are diagonal.
One way to approach the direct solution of (5.9) is to construct a block LDLt factori-
sation. We consider this using a row by row elimination starting from y = 0 (see Figure
5-6). This process starts on the first row at y = 0,

A1,1 A1,2 0 0
A2,1 A2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . An−1,n
0 0 An,n−1 An,n
 = L1

S1 0 0 0 0
0 S2 A2,3 0 0
0 A3,2
. . .
. . . 0
0 0
. . .
. . . An−1,n









Figure 5-6: Cartoon of sweeping action, with PML width η.
where S1 = A1,1, S2 = A2,2 −A2,1S−11 A1,2 and,
L1 =

I 0 0 0
A2,1S
−1
1 I 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 I
 , Ln−1 =

I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 An,n−1S−1n−1 I
 , (5.10)
and where I denotes the n× n identity matrix. This process is repeated for all rows to
give the following factorisation,
A = LDLt. (5.11)
In the above equation D is given by
D =

S1 0 0 0
0 S2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 Sn
 (5.12)
where S is a Schur complement of the form,
S1 = A1,1,




L = (L1, . . . , Ln−1) =

I 0 0 0
A2,1S
−1
1 I 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 An,n−1S−1n−1 I
 , (5.14)
Now if we want to find the solution of our linear system then we can invert this fac-










S−11 0 0 0
0 S−12 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 S−1n
L−1n−1 . . . L−11 f. (5.15)
On comparison with the matrices (5.2),(5.3) defined previously for the Thomas algo-
rithm it is apparent that (5.12) and (5.14) are their block equivalents. Therefore the
above sweeping factorisation (5.11) is just a block tridiagonal version of the Thomas
algorithm of Section 5.1, where the matrix in the left hand side of (5.9) must be block
diagonally dominant. During the construction of the factorisation (5.11) the domi-
nant cost will be incurred from constructing the Si matrices. We can see this is true
by recalling the definition of Si in (5.13). In this definition we see that constructing
Si involves inverting of the matrix Si−1,i−1 which is very costly. These Si matrices
therefore will be dense and of size n × n. Therefore the cost of constructing a matrix
Si will be of order O(n3), if we perform the inversion of S−1i−1 exactly. We do this n
times during the factorisation hence the cost of constructing this factorisation (5.11) is
O(n4) = O(N2). More important is the inversion of the factorisation, given by (5.15),
which can be used to compute the solution of our linear system. This inversion process
costs of order O(n3) = O(N 32 ), assuming that S−1i are known. To show this let us
write (5.15) more concisely as L−tS−1L−1. The matrix L−t is involves multiplication




which costs O(n2), and this has to be done n times hence
O(n3). Similarly for L−1. Between L−t and L−1 we multiply by the dense matrices
S−1i which costs O(n2) and again we do this n times. Hence the overall cost of the
factorisation is O(n3) = O(N 32 ). Therefore this method is in itself not very useful for
computing u, as this is as expensive as solving Au = f with a direct solver in 2D which
is in general O(N 32 ) [26]. The main cost in construction and application is due to the
Schur complements Si, we will in the next section discuss a method to approximate
the Si and reduce the computational cost.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for the application of (5.15)
%Forward sweep
for i = 1 . . . n− 1 do






for i = n− 1 . . . 1 do
ui = S
−1
i ui − S−1i (Ai,i+1ui+1)
end for
5.3 The moving PML method
As the computation of these Schur complement Si matrices and their inverses are the
bottleneck in the implementation of the sweeping preconditioner this leads one to ask
if there is some reasonable way to approximate them to reduce the cost.
The approach that Engquist and Ying took, to find a suitable approximation, was to
examine how these inverse Schur complement matrices relate to the Green’s function
of the Helmholtz equation in the half space in Figure 5-1. This is a heuristic approach
based on physical intuition, however it results in an effective approximation to these
inverse Schur complement matrices.
η
y = (m+ 1)h
Figure 5-7: Cartoon of restriction to upper m× n block.
If we now restrict ourselves to only the top left m×n block of A, then the problem that
we are solving is on region Ωm = [0, 1]× [0, (m+ 1)h] shown in Figure 5-7. Computing
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the LDLt factorisation as in (5.11) gives,
A1,1 A1,2 0 0
A2,1 A2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . Am−1,m
0 0 Am,m−1 Am,m
 = L1 . . . Lm−1

S1 0 0 0
0 S2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 Sm
Ltm−1 . . . Lt1.
(5.16)
What we can observe from (5.16) is that the matrix on the left hand side is an approx-
imate disretisation of the Helmholtz equation (5.4) on the half plane with Dirichlet
boundary at y = (m + 1)h and with the infinite region truncated on three sides by a
PML. If we then invert (5.16) this gives,

A1,1 A1,2 0 0
A2,1 A2,2
. . . 0
0
. . .
. . . Am−1,m












S−11 0 0 0
0 S−12 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 S−1m
L−1m−1 . . . L−11 . (5.17)
It is from (5.17) that Engquist and Ying make their central observations which moti-
vate the two approaches that they take in [5], [6] the former of which we discuss here.
These observations are:
(1). The LHS of (5.17) can be thought of as a discrete half space Green’s function.
Explanation:
We first recall that the left hand side matrix of (5.16) is the discrete form of the
Helmholtz equation with zero boundary condition at y = (m + 1)h and PML condi-
tion on all the other boundaries, see Figure 5-7, which we will denote A(m). Therefore
if we invert this matrix and multiply this with the source vector f(m) we get the solution






Recall that we have defined our Helmholtz equation as Lu = f , where L is our
Helmholtz operator, from (5.4). Then we can write the solution u as the convolu-
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tion of the Green’s function G and the source f ,
u = G ? f. (5.19)
Therefore we can see by comparing the discrete (5.18) and the continuous (5.19) prob-




is a discrete approximation of the Green’s function of
the Helmholtz problem on the half space with Dirichlet boundary at y = (m+ 1)h.
(2).The (m,m)th block of the RHS of (5.17) is equal to S−1m .
Explanation:
We can observe the above statement by looking at the form the L matrices take in
(5.14). We recall from (5.10) that the matrices Li, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, have identity
matrices on their diagonal blocks and Ai+1S
−1
i at the (i + 1, i)
th block. If we define





S−11 0 0 0
0 S−12 0 0
0 0
. . . 0





I 0 0 0
A2S
−1
1 I 0 0
0
. . .








I 0 0 0
−A2S−11 I 0 0
0
. . .
. . . 0
0 0 −AmS−1m−1 I.

Therefore if we write the right hand side of (5.17), with the L matrices written in block
form, gives
I −A2S−11 0 0
0 I
. . . 0
0 0
. . . −AmS−1m−1
0 0 0 I


S−11 0 0 0
0 S−12 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 S−1m


I 0 0 0
−A2S−11 I 0 0
0
. . .
. . . 0
0 0 −AmS−1m−1 I

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If the above is multiplied out then one can see that it is indeed true that the (m,m)th
block is equal to S−1m
The consequence of these two observations is that the the matrix S−1m provides an
approximation to the half space Green’s function, and then evaluated at y = mh, with
Dirichlet boundary condition at y = (m+ 1)h. However, the application of S−1m which
is defined using (5.13) necessarily involves computations on the previous (m−1) layers,
and hence is very costly.
y = (m+ 1)h
b
Figure 5-8: Cartoon of reduced problem using artificial moving PML.
One way of approximating S−1m , using the ideas mentioned previously, is the so called
moving PML method. The idea of the moving PML method is to approximate S−1m by
moving the PML at y = 0 up until it is just a few layers below y = mh. Why should
we do this? If we recall the idea of the PML method, we use it to approximate an
unbounded problem with a bounded one with PMLs around the area of the unbounded
problem in which we are interested. Therefore when we apply S−1m , our area of interest
is only the layer at y = mh. Then instead of looking at the problem on the whole
of the region Ωm = [0, 1] × [0, (m + 1)h]. We now look at one on the smaller region
Ωb = [0, 1]× [(m− b)h, (m+ 1)h] close to y = mh, where b is a small number of layers
to be chosen. The advantage of this is that the resulting approximation of S−1m in the
sweeping inversion (5.15) involves solving a b× n PML problem where b is a constant
number of layers. Therefore we are in effect solving a quasi-1D problem on the region
Ωb which greatly reduces the computational cost of the sweeping inversion. We now
approximate all the S−1i needed in implementing (5.13), by solving a series of b × n
PML problems. The practical choice of b is a constant which is independent of n. In
practice it is often chosen to be the same as the PML width, or of the order of a
wavelength.
We now discuss the cost of applying the corresponding approximation of the sweeping
factorisation with moving PML problem. We denote by A(b) the bn × bn Helmholtz
matrix corresponding to discretisation on Ωb. Now recalling that what we are interested
in approximating the S−1m matrices by solving a linear system with the matrix A(b).
The nodes in Ωb are then reordered in the y direction where P
(b) is the permutation
matrix which induces this reordering. After this our discrete Helmholtz problem on
Ωb, has the system matrix P
(b)A(b)(P (b))t on Ωb, with the new ordering of nodes. We
then note that P (b)A(b)(P (m))t is a banded matrix with bandwidth of O(b). The matrix
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L(b)U (b). Therefore the application involves the solution of a system of the form,
L(b)U (b)v(b) = g(b), (5.20)
where v(b) is a vector of the solution data on Ωb and g
(b) a vector of source data only
on Ωb. We can see that as b is chosen to be much smaller than n then we are solving




is banded with O(b), solving the
above linear system (5.20) exactly by Gaussian elimination will cost O(b2n) [56]. Hence
the overall cost will be O(b2n2) = O(b2N) as we perform these solves n times. Then as
b is a constant, which one fixes, the cost of the inversion using the moving PML method
can be thought of as linear with respect to the total number of grid points N . Of course
this is not an exact inversion of the original problem but an approximation which can
be used as a preconditioner for the original problem, or a related system.
In applications the preconditioner will be used with an iterative solver, such as GMRES.
Therefore as the cost of applying the action of the sweeping preconditioner is O(b2N),
then the cost of the GMRES solver will be of O(Niterb2N), where Niter is the number
of iterations required to reach a specified tolerance. Hence if the Niter is independent
of N then preconditioned GMRES will have linear complexity. There is no theoretical
evidence to prove this, but we shall provide numerical evidence later.
5.3.1 Preconditioning with the moving PML method
We shall illustrate the use of this sweeping inversion with moving PML as a precon-
ditioner for solving the Helmholtz problem (5.4), with the same boundary conditions
as Figure 5-2. Then, when discretised, as previously mentioned, this will result in a
n2 × n2 linear system Au = f . We use as a preconditioner to this system the approxi-
mate solution of the related system,
Lu(x) :=
(−∆− k2(x)− i)u(x) = f(x), (5.21)
where  > 0 and the boundary conditions are the same as with the original problem.
When discretised with finite differences (5.21) results in a n×n linear system Au = f,
We then denote by P the action of the approximation of A
−1
 by the inversion process
(5.15) using moving PMLs to approximatie the matrices S−1i . Then we solve the
following preconditioned linear system,
PAu = Pf, (5.22)
using GMRES [57] with a set relative residual as its exit criterion.
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In the next section we investigate how the complexity of this algorithm is affected by
the choice of .
5.4 Numerical experiments with the sweeping precondi-
tioner
In the previous section we have introduced the sweeping preconditioner [5], and shown
that the complexity of the construction and application of the sweeping method was
improved by introducing artificial moving PMLs in the interior of the computational
domain. We now present novel numerical experiments where various parameters are
varied to test the robustness of the preconditioned iterative solver. It is hoped that
this will give some insight into why the authors of [5] chose certain parameter values
and the robustness of this preconditioner.
The MATLAB code used to perform the numerical experiments was kindly provided
by Dr Lexing Ying.
5.4.1 Experiments with the value of 
We start by looking at how varying the parameter  influences the robustness of the
preconditioner.
Throughout these numerical studies we are solving the preconditioned linear system
(5.22) iteratively using GMRES (without restarts) with an exit criterion that the rel-
ative residual reaches 10−6. We also recall that the matrix A and vector f are formed
by approximating the PDE (5.8) using the 5-point finite difference formula, and P
represents the action of applying the inversion process (5.15) with moving PMLs to
A with particular choices of . Throughout the experiments we choose a PML width
of 12 grid points. Therefore the PML width is given by η = 12h (where η is first
mentioned in Section 5.2.1) with h = 1n+1 , and n = N
2 where N is the total number
of grid points.
Recall that the precondtioner uses the approximate solution to problem (5.21) with






u(x) = f(x), (5.23)
where k˜ := ω+iαc(x) with ω as the angular frequency, c(x) the wave speed. and α a
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parameter to be chosen. We can see the similarity by looking at the simplest case by
setting c(x) = 1. If we then expand (5.23) gives,
k˜2 := k2 + 2iαk − α2
Then comparing this to k2 + i, we can see that if the parameter α is chosen of O(1),
as is it is chosen in [5], then this is equivalent to a choice of  = O(k) in (5.21). In the
following experiments we shall explain the effect of varying .
Experiments on the unit square
We start with some experiments on the unit square, Ω = (0, 1)2, with constant and
non-constant wave number.
In the following experiments we choose an external force f(x, y) which is a Gaussian
point source,






(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
])
(5.24)




2) and we recall that k :=
ω
c where ω is the angular frequency
and c is the wave speed. This choice of source generates circular waves propagating
outwards from this point, as can be seen in Figure 5-10. In the experiments we increase
the value of ω2pi and record the number of iterations taken for preconditioned GMRES
to achieve a relative residual of 10−6. The computational time taken to set up the
factorisation (5.11) and the computational time taken by the solver are also recorded.
Throughout the number of points per wavelength is fixed at 8 and hence the total
number of grid points N = (8ω)2 . This may seem low but is the choice of the authors
in [5]. As mentioned previously we chose a PML width η = 12h. The width of the
artificial PMLs in the sweeping preconditioner was chosen as b = 2η. For each example
we choose  = 0, k, and k2 and present the results in a separate table.
We start by choosing c(x) = 1, the results of which can be seen in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and
5.3 and the numerical solution in Figure 5-9. The first observation we can make is that
a choice of  = 0 results in a number of GMRES iterations which is relatively low and
shows a slow increase as ω2pi is increased. When  = k the total number of iterations is
slightly larger, by at most 3 iterations, but as ω2pi is increased the number of iterations
stays constant. Finally if  = k2 then we observe a linear growth in the number of
iterations as ω2pi increases.
We can also observe from the results of Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 that the computa-
tional times for the setup of the factorisation and the time to solve are consistent with
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what was predicted earlier. The solve time increases linearly as N increases which is
consistent with the O(N) complexity quoted earlier.
These experiments are repeated for a problem where the wave number, k(x) := ωc(x) ,
varies throughout the domain Ω = (0, 1)2. The variation in c(x) is shown in Figure
5-10 (this was based on a model used in [5]) and the corresponding numerical solution
for ω2pi = 64 is show in Figure 5-11. The results are presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6
and show the same behaviour observed by Engquist and Ying, namely that a choice of
 = k results in a number of iterations which remains constant as ω2pi is increased. The
poor performance of the method when  = k2, in Table 5.6, being more marked than
when c(x) was constant.
What is rather surprising from these numerical tests is that a choice of  = 0 gives a
performance which is as good if not better than that with  = k. However the benefit
of introducing non zero  in the preconditioner will be made more apparent from the
numerical results using the more complicated Marmousi model.
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Figure 5-9: Plot of u(x) with ω2pi = 16 for c(x) = 1 on (0, 1)
2.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 3 6.615100e-02 6.400800e-02
16 1282 4 2.100480e-01 1.470300e-01
32 2562 5 9.639050e-01 8.463310e-01
64 5122 7 4.046340e+00 4.746688e+00
Table 5.1: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) = 1 and  = 0.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 6 5.399400e-02 3.148200e-02
16 1282 6 2.109030e-01 1.362780e-01
32 2562 6 9.535790e-01 8.114470e-01
64 5122 6 3.875587e+00 4.808404e+00
Table 5.2: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) = 1 and  = k.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 15 5.431800e-02 2.645240e-01
16 1282 23 2.147850e-01 8.425990e-01
32 2562 38 9.630820e-01 5.921758e+00
64 5122 68 3.938831e+00 5.567415e+01
Table 5.3: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) = 1 and  = k2.
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Figure 5-10: Plot of c(x) which is highly
variable. This model comes from [5].
Figure 5-11: Plot of u(x) with ω2pi = 16
for c(x) given on (0, 1)2.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 8 6.700000e-02 1.231940e-01
16 1282 7 2.143230e-01 2.609420e-01
32 2562 8 1.043329e+00 1.260795e+00
64 5122 10 3.802815e+00 5.690341e+00
Table 5.4: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is as given in Figure 5-10 and
 = 0.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 9 5.336700e-02 1.136010e-01
16 1282 10 2.144610e-01 3.380940e-01
32 2562 10 9.582660e-01 1.257109e+00
64 5122 11 3.787285e+00 6.821324e+00
Table 5.5: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is as given in Figure 5-10 and
 = k.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
8 642 24 5.418200e-02 4.018250e-01
16 1282 41 2.222340e-01 2.127200e-01
32 2562 93 9.574110e-01 1.557937e+01
64 5122 116 3.781013e+00 1.033074e+02
Table 5.6: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is as given in Figure 5-10 and
 = k2.
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Experiments with the Marmousi model
We now test the sweeping preconditioner on a more challenging model namely the
Marmousi model [54]. This data set, created by Institut Franc¸ais du Pe´trol, is used as
a velocity model (in our case wave velocity is c(x)) whose geometry and data are based
on a region of the Cuanza river in Angola. We have chosen, for ease of computations,
to take a 3000km2 section of the original model which still contains all relevant wave
speeds from 1.5km/s up to 5.5km/s. This section of the original model is shown in
Figure 5-12 and the corresponding numerical solution using the 5 point finite difference
stencil, for ω2pi = 15 is shown in Figure 5-13 and a point source at the location (x, y) =
(1500, 500).
We repeat the same experiments as the previous subsection but using this more com-
plicated velocity model given in Figure 5-10, we fix the PML width η = 12h where h is
the mesh spacing. The width of the artificial PMLs, b, in the sweeping preconditioner
was chosen as b = 2η. The velocity model used has N = 2502 total grid points. We
increase the value of ω2pi from 5, 10, 15 with a fixed value of  and record the total
number of iterations taken by preconditioned GMRES to reach a relative residual of
10−6 and the time taken to solve, and also the time taken to set up the factorisation.
The results are given in Tables 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10.
What we observe is similar to the previous experiments in the previous subsection.
A choice of  = k results in the fewest number of iterations for each choice of ω2pi
and the slowest growth as ω2pi is increased. In Table 5.9 the poor performance with a
choice of  = k2 is more striking with the number of iterations increasing rapidly as ω2pi
increases.
In Table 5.10 we obtain results using the same absorption as was chosen in [5]. We
include these results to test whether the authors convention was indeed the optimal
one for this preconditioner. If we compare the results in Tables 5.7 and 5.10 we see
that the authors’ choice does indeed seem to be best choice as the number of iterations
are fewer and show no increase from ω2pi = 10 to
ω
2pi = 15.
The conclusion that we can draw from these sets of numerical experiments is that a
choice of  = O(k) seems to be the optimal choice of absorption for the performance of
the preconditioner. This choice then leads to a number of iterations of preconditioned
GMRES which is very close to being independent of the wavenumber as was observed
in [5].
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Figure 5-12: Plot of c(x) for the part of the Marmousi model used.
Figure 5-13: Plot of u(x) with ω2pi = 15 for c(x) given on the left.
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ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
5 2502 70 9.108250e-01 2.786235e+01
10 2502 77 9.193370e-01 3.134366e+01
15 2502 91 8.979550e-01 3.830419e+01
Table 5.7: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is the Marmousi model as given
in Figure 5-12 and  = 0.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
5 2502 63 9.144510e-01 2.688730e+01
10 2502 71 9.559670e-01 3.036592e+01
15 2502 77 9.216200e-01 3.451478e+01
Table 5.8: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is the Marmousi model as given
in Figure 5-12 and  = k.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
5 2502 130 9.281040e-01 3.914691e+01
10 2502 214 9.024920e-01 1.239306e+02
15 2502 313 8.885980e-01 2.442074e+02
Table 5.9: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is the Marmousi model as given
in Figure 5-12 and  = k2.
ω
2pi N = n
2 Iterations Setup time Solve time
5 2502 60 8.903020e-01 2.293606e+01
10 2502 69 9.005670e-01 2.501174e+01
15 2502 69 9.363260e-01 2.650840e+01
Table 5.10: Number of iterations using Sweeping preconditioner with moving PML as a pre-
conditioner for GMRES with a tolerance of 10−6. Here c(x) is the Marmousi model as given
in Figure 5-12 and k → k + iα where α = 1.
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5.5 Hybrid sweeping method
In this section we shall introduce a new hybrid preconditioner for the numerical solution
of the Helmholtz equation, which combines the sweeping preconditioner of Engquist and
Ying with a domain decomposition method. This method was mainly developed by
Paul Childs of Schlumber Gould Research with the aid of Prof Ivan Graham and the
author [46].
We shall first motivate this different approach, then introduce the algorithm itself, and
then present numerical experiments testing the robustness of this new method.
5.5.1 Introduction
In the previous section we introduced the sweeping preconditioner in 2D and mentioned
briefly that the ideas extended to 3D. In industry applications we are concerned with
the 3D numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation (5.4) and therefore we shall briefly
discuss the sweeping preconditioner in 3D and quote its complexity.
As previously mentioned, the ideas introduced in the previous section in 2D follow quite
intuitively to the problem in 3D. For example if our grid is (0, L)d, for d = 2, 3 then if
one computes the sweeping factorisation in 2D (5.11) the process involves forming the
blocks of the system matrix starting from the bottom of the 2D grid at y = 0 up to
y = L, see Figure 5-6. In 3D we form the blocks of the system matrix in a similar fashion
but now in planes of the grid (0, L)3, where our moving PML regions are now n×n×b.




Figure 5-14: Cartoon of the moving PML planes in 3D. The moving PML now sweeps up
the bottom face, the current moving PML region is between the two planes given in grey.
grid, where the process involves solving quasi-1D PML problems using a direct solver.
If our grid is then in 3D, a cube, the application of the preconditioner now involves
the solution of quasi-2D PML problems using a direct solver. Therefore the standard
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sweeping preconditioner loses its linear complexity when we are solving a problem in 3D
when using direct solvers to solve the quasi-2D problems which arise from the moving
PML layers. Engquist and Ying mention, [5], that linear complexity can be recovered
by using the moving PML method, or the Hierarchical matrix framework [6], to solve
the quasi-2D problems arising in the application of the 3D sweeping preconditioner.
If this is performed then the cost becomes O(b3N). However the authors have not, to
our knowledge, pursued this idea. Dr Paul Childs has implemented this method and
found it to not to lend itself readily to parallelism.
Recently work has been done to devise ways to make the sweeping preconditioner scal-
able in parallel for very large 3D models. Dr Jack Poulson in his PhD thesis [47]
and subsequent publications [32] introduced a new sparse direct solver to solve the lin-
ear systems from the moving PML regions in the sweeping preconditioner algorithm.
This then allowed for a scalable parallel implementation of the sweeping preconditioner
which was then applied successfully to solve a selection of large scale industrial prob-
lems.
In the following subsection we shall introduce a hybrid preconditioner involving the
sweeping preconditioner and a domain decomposition method, the motivation for this
approach being that due to the high memory costs of parallel direct solvers, precondi-
tioned iterative methods seem like an attractive option.
We remind the reader that the motivation for this hybrid method, and indeed the
overall goal of all Helmholtz solvers, is to efficiently solve 3D problems of size of the
order 109, and work is ongoing at Schlumberger to improve this method.
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5.5.2 The Hybrid method
For the standard sweeping preconditioner a direct solver is used to solve the linear sys-
tems arising from the moving PML regions in 3D we shall instead use an inner iterative
method (such as GMRES or BiCGSTAB) preconditioned with a domain decomposition
method.
Let us quickly restate our model problem, for clarity. We are concerned with numerical
solutions of the Helmholtz equation (5.4) on a domain Ω ⊂ R3, with Dirichlet boundary
condition on the top face of the cube, and PML conditions on all other faces. We then
discretise with finite difference (equally one could use finite elements) on an equidistant
grid. The result is that we solve a linear system of the form,
Au = f,
using GMRES. To improve convergence we precondition the above system, as men-
tioned in section 5.3.1, that is we solve the preconditioned linear system,
Pα1Au = Pα1f,
where Pα1 denotes the action of approximating A
−1
α1 by the sweeping precondtioner with
moving PMLs. Note here that we have an α1 instead of α which we had in the notation
previously, the reason for this is that there is another level of preconditioning to follow









using finite differences with PML boundary conditions.
The next step is to introduce a further level of preconditioning. The action of the
preconditioner Pα1 requires the solution of linear systems of the form Aα1u = f on
domains of size n×n× b. Instead of using a direct solver to solve these linear systems,
we use instead an iterative solver preconditioned with a domain decomposition method.
Hence on the moving PML regions we solve, with an inner iterative method (with a
truncated number of iterations), the following linear system,
Mα2Aα1u˜ = Mα2 f˜, (5.25)
where Mα2 denotes the action of approximating A
−1
α2 with a domain decomposition
method using ideas discussed in previous chapters. Note here that u˜ and f˜ are the
solution and the residual arising from the inner solves. We recall that this domain de-
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composition approach amounts to firstly dividing the moving PML region into smaller
subdomains see Figure 5-15. We then solve linear systems of the form Aα2u˜ = f˜ re-
stricted to these subdomains and then reassembling the solution on the whole of the
moving PML region (5.25).
Figure 5-15: Cartoon of simple 3×3×1 domain decomposition of a 3D moving PML region.
There are quite a few parameters present which have to be chosen in order to maximise
the performance of the hybrid method: the best choice of α1 and α2, the choice of
interface condition in the domain decomposition (with overlap) preconditioner, and
the best combination of iterative methods for both levels of preconditioning. This will
be addressed in the following subsections before we apply the hybrid method to some
large scale industrial problems. It must be noted that the caveat is that there is no
theory to this numerical method to date, and hence the conclusions that we reach are
guided by numerical experiments.
An example of this is the choice of absorption parameter α for the inner (α2) and outer
(α1) preconditioners. In [46] it was found through numerical experimentations that for




was the most robust choice, and is our convention throughout the subsequent numer-
ical experiments. Similar numerical investigations were performed to test the type of
inner outer iterative methods used and the convergence criterion for the inner iterative
method, details of which are present in [46], we shall present the final outcomes in a
table in the following subsection.
5.5.3 Set up for Numerical experiments
We now list the choice of parameters used in the numerical experiments which will
follow. As previously stated the optimal choice of each was found through numerical
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outer solver FGMRES [50]
Max inner iterations 20
Max inner tolerance 10−4
Moving PML width, b 20h
Number of planes swept at a time 7
DDM preconditioner Restricted Additive Schwarz (RAS)
Overlap in Domain Decomposition h
Table 5.11: List of parameter choices used in later numerical tests, where h is the grid spacing.
previously is the number of planes which are swept at a time. If we return to Algorithm
4 the index i denotes the current plane that we are sweeping through. We instead
choose to sweep through several planes at once which can help to reduce the cost of
the algorithm.
For the convergence criterion of the inner solves it was decided, through numerical
experiments, that a sufficient criterion to end the inner iterative solver was when the
Euclidean norm of the residual be less than or equal to 10−4, or that we reach 20 GM-
RES iterations. How far we were able to truncate the inner solves was very important
as to how effective the hybrid method performs. The outer tolerance was arbitrary and
is noted in each set of numerical experiments.
The domain decomposition method of choice was restricted additive schwarz (RAS) [9],
the reason for this is that out of the additive variants it was the most effective in terms
of the convergence of the inner solver and overall cost. The reason an additive method
was chosen over a multiplicative method was due to how easily additive methods lend
themselves to parallelism, which is crucial for 3D problems.
In the domain decomposition method we used the minimal overlap possible of only one
grid point. The reason for this was that in this was necessary in the larger computations
to reduce the computational cost. If we were to include a larger overlap then one would
expect to observe a reduction in the overall number of iterations but also an increase
in computational time taken.
Finally it is worth mentioning that all numerical experiments were run at Schlumberger
Gould Research on their 64 Bit Linux cluster using OpenMPI and Infiniband with Intel
Xeon processors.
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5.5.4 Choice of interface condition for DDM preconditioner
To start this subsection we remind the reader of the numerous notation for the interface
conditions introduced in previous chapters in the following table. As we are performing
Interface condition Description
ST0 Zeroth order Taylor series approximation
SO0 Zeroth order optimised by continuous analysis
SDO0 Zeroth order optimised by discrete analysis
ST2 Second order Taylor series approximation
SO2 Second order optimised by continuous analysis
SDO2 Second order optimised by discrete analysis
Table 5.12: Type of interface condition and description.
computations with velocity models which are highly heterogeneous the theory devel-
oped in Chapters 2, 3, for constant wavenumber (and hence constant velocity), can
be used as guidance but we should not expect to observe the same the same trends
in iteration counts. We do not include PML interface conditions, the reason for this
is that in preliminary numerical experiments this choice performed poorly in compar-
ison to the other choices presented above. However a method to optimise the PML
boundary condition for a domain decomposition method is currently being investigated
by Dr Vladimir Druskin and Dr Paul Childs [45]. Initial numerical results show that
this approach could further improve convergence of the inner domain decomposition
preconditioner.
The choice of interface condition which we arrived at was the first order discrete op-
timised condition SDO0 . We present two sets of numerical results to justify this claim
in Tables 5.13, 5.14, where we note the number of iterations taken by the outer solver
and the overall CPU time as we increase the number of subdomains in the domain
decomposition. Both sets of experiments use a Gaussian point source (5.24) in 2D this
is located at x = (500, 1000) and in 3D at x = (6000, 6000, 50).
For the results of Table 5.13 we use the hybrid method to solve the 2D Helmholtz
equation with the so called BP-EAGE velocity model [19] shown in Figure 5-16, the
real part of the numerical solution is given in Figure 5-17. These computations were
actually the most challenging of all of the computations due to the large jumps present
in the velocity model, see Figure 5-16. The total number of grid points for this model
(including PMLs) is N = 814 × 90 = 73260. In Table 5.13 it is clear that SDO0 is
the best in terms of the number of iterations and CPU times. The only surprising
results are that the second order conditions perform rather poorly in comparison to
the zeroth order conditions. Though most surprising is that SO0 fails to converge in
100 outer GMRES iterations, this seems to suggest that the inner iterative method has
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not converged sufficiently and is not proving to be an effective preconditioner for the
outer iterative method. A large increase in the number of iterations was observed as
the number of subdomains increases. The reason for this was probably due to the fact
that the subdomain sizes became too small and therefore the numerical solution on
each subdomain was not accurate enough.
In the next table 5.14 we use the hybrid method to solve the Helmholtz equation
with the 3D SEG-Salt velocity model [19] (shown in Figure 5-18 the real part of the
numerical solution is shown in Figure 5-19). The total number of grid points (including
PMLs) for this model is N = 146 × 146 × 52 = 1108432. An illustration of the
domain decomposition in each swept domain is given in Figure 5-15. The 3D results
in Table 5.14 agree with the 2D results, in that a choice of SDO0 in the inner domain
decomposition preconditioner results in a smaller number of outer GMRES iterations
and CPU time. However, in these results the number of iterations and CPU time do
not vary as greatly as in the 2D results which seems to suggest that the inner iterative
method is converging quickly enough so as not to affect the convergence of the outer
solver.






2x1 40(100.461) 40(100.454) 39(99.1487)
4x1 39(54.595) 39(52.8131) 39(53.2067)
8x1 51(107.709) >100(-) 48(101.096)






2x1 40(104.899) 40 (105.597) 40(104.916)
4x1 43(63.0972) 43(62.7721) 44(63.0429)
8x1 54(119.72) 49(107.059) 97(212.781)
Table 5.13: 2D BP-Eage model, ω = 3pi. Outer FGMRES solver, exiting when the Euclidean
norm of the residual < 10−5. The total solve time in seconds is given in brackets
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2x2x1 32(592.099) 32(533.992) 32(599.09)
4x4x1 32(171.142) 32(169.913) 32(162.494)
8x8x1 32(63.457) 32(60.9277) 31(60.5457)






2x2x1 32(637.672) 32(671.308) 32(663.98)
4x4x1 32(195.437) 32(195.287) 32(201.002)
8x8x1 31(70.2567) 32(70.1341) 32(73.4446)
Table 5.14: 3D SEG-Salt model, ω = 8pi. Outer FGMRES solver, exiting when the Euclidean
norm of the residual < 10−6. The total solve time in seconds is given in brackets
Figure 5-16: The BP-Eage velocity model.
Figure 5-17: The real part of the numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation with the 2D
BP-Eage velocity model with ω = 3pi.
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Figure 5-18: The SEG-Salt velocity model.
Figure 5-19: Numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation with the 3D SEG-Salt velocity
model with ω = 6pi.
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5.5.5 Experiments with Hybrid method for increasing ω
We now perform some numerical experiments on a 2D and 3D industrial problem. Our
set up for each run is that outlined in table 5.11 with an interface condition of SDO0 .
The purpose of these tests are to examine the performance of the hybrid method for
increasing ω. The domain decomposition is such that each subdomain which we solve
on is assigned its own core.
The first velocity model that we use is the 2D Marmousi velocity model [54] shown
in Figure 5-20 with the real part of the numerical solution show in Figure 5-21.
We note that the total number of grid points (including PMLs) for this model are
N = 394 × 135 = 53190. Our convergence criterion for the outer FGMRES solver is
that the Euclidean norm of the residual is less than or equal to 10−5. The source that
we use is once again a Gaussian point source located at x = (7500, 50). We firstly
address the performance of the hybrid method as the angular frequency ω is increased.
Tables 5.15 (ω = 7pi), 5.16 (ω = 10pi) and 5.17 (ω = 14pi) show the number of iterations
and corresponding computational time in seconds. We can observe from these tables
that the number of iterations, of the outer FGMRES solver, for a fixed ω is constant
as we increase the number of subdomains. When ω increases the total outer iterations
of FGMRES increases moderately from 13 iterations when ω = 7pi up to 21 iterations
when ω = 14pi. This is clearly not a number of iterations which is independent of ω,
but the increase is at least less than linear. This is slightly disappointing as previ-
ously we had observed that GMRES preconditioned with the sweeping precondtioner,
where the moving PML regions involve solves with direct solvers, converges with a
number of iterations which is independent of ω. However the method is completely
parallel and does not rely on the use of a parallel direct solver which have high memory
requirements.
The 3D model that we solve is the SEG-Salt velocity model shown in Figure 5-18, and
corresponding numerical solution in Figure 5-19. We fix the problem size to have a total
number of grid points N = 1108432 and increase the angular frequency, from ω = 3pi,
6pi, 9pi. We choose to decompose our total domain into nsub × nsub × 1 subdomains
where nsub = 2, 4, 8 for a total number of subdomains of Nsub = 4, 16, 64. For each
different choice of ω we increase the number of subdomains and note the corresponding
number of iterations taken by the hybrid method and the corresponding solve time.
The source we use is a Gaussian point source located at x = (6000, 6000, 50) of the
form,






(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2
])
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The results are presented in tables 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20. The conclusions that we can
draw from the 3D numerical results are similar to those in 2D. Firstly the number of
iterations stays constant as the number of subdomains is increased. When ω is doubled
from 3pi to 6pi the number of iterations increases by only three. However when ω is
increased to 9pi the number of iterations jumps up to 43 iterations. This is a large
jump and is due to the fact that we only use around 4 points per wavelength in the
discretisation for ω = 9pi which is still deemed an acceptable accuracy for some in
the Seismic community. When ω = 3pi we have around 13 grid points per wavelength
and when ω = 6pi we have around 7 grid points per wavelength. We expect that
this method should show similar ω independent convergence if the appropriate grid
points per wavelength were used, however at the time of computing we had limited
computational resources.





Table 5.15: 2D Marmousi model with ω =
7pi.





Table 5.16: 2D Marmousi model with ω =
10pi.





Table 5.17: 2D Marmousi model with ω = 14pi.




Table 5.18: 3D SEG-Salt model with ω =
3pi.




Table 5.19: 3D SEG-Salt model with ω =
6pi.




Table 5.20: 3D SEG-Salt model with ω = 9pi.
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Figure 5-20: The full Marmousi velocity model.
Figure 5-21: The real part of the numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation with the
Marmousi velocity model with ω = 10pi.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this thesis we studied and developed iterative methods for solving the linear sys-
tems arising from discretisations of the Helmholtz equation. In Chapter 1 contained
no original material and gave an overview of our model interior impedance Helmholtz
problem and discussed a particular application in Seismic inversion. The model prob-
lem was then discretised using low order finite elements to form a linear system of
equations. The difficulties in solving this linear system by conventional methods was
then discussed.
The first half of chapter 2 served as a review of material from the literature. Initially we
reviewed the Generalized Minimal Residual methods (GMRES)[57]. We also provided
a short review of the convergence results for GMRES of Elmann and others [2], [17]
which provide an upper bound on the residual involving the field of values of the system
matrix of the linear system we are solving. This result tells one that if the field of values
of our system matrix is bounded away from the origin then we should expect GMRES
to converge in a finite number of iterations. It was demonstrated numerically that
the field of values of the system matrix arising from a finite element discretisation
contained the origin, and hence we should expect poor GMRES convergence which was
observed numerically. This then motivated a discussion on preconditioning methods
for Helmholtz problems and we introduced the popular shifted Laplace preconditioner.
To describe this preconditioner we first introduced a PDE problem, similar to our
model problem. For this new PDE the wavenumber k2 in our Helmholtz operator
is replaced by k2 + i for  > 0 (where  = O(kδ) for δ ∈ [0, 2]), where  acts as
an artificial damping. We then computed numerically the field of values of the finite
element discretisation of this new PDE problem and demonstrated that when  was
increased, up to  = k2, the distance of the boundary of the field of values from
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the origin increases. The linear system was then solved using GMRES and the best
convergence was observed when  = k2. Recent work by Gander, Graham and Spence
[38] on how to choose this value of  when using a shifted Laplace preconditioner
was then discussed. The second half of Chapter 2 was concerned with the Schwarz
method, a domain decomposition method. Initially we reviewed previous authors work
on Schwarz methods for the Helmholtz problem, however everything that followed was
original material. We then considered solving the complex shifted Helmholtz problem
iteratively using a Schwarz method. What followed was then a Fourier analysis of
the two subdomain Multiplicative overlapping Schwarz method for the solution of the
complex shifted Helmholtz problem. This Fourier analysis resulted in the calculation of
a convergence rate for the Schwarz algorithm in terms of k, , ξ (the Fourier frequency)
and S which was the choice of operator on the subdomain interfaces. We then showed
that choosing S = ik (which results in an impedance interface condition) improved
the asymptotic behaviour of the convergence rate compared to the classical choice of
a Dirichlet boundary condition. For example we showed that when the subdomains
overlap, that the convergence rate of the classical algorithm behaves like 1 − kδ−2 for
k → ∞, compared to that the algorithm with impedance condition which behaves
like 1− k δ−22 . Furthermore choosing an impedance condition on the interface actually
results in an iterative algorithm which converges without overlap in the subdomains,
which is a requirement for the classical algorithm. We also discussed the inclusion of a
second order term in the interface condition.
In Chapter 3 all of the work is original. We used the novel approach of choosing
S = p(1 + i) where p ∈ R+ and then trying to use p to minimise the maximum of our
convergence rate of the non-overlapping optimised Schwarz algorithm. The resulting
minimax problem was then solved analytically using asymptotic methods, resulting in
a closed form expression for p in terms of k and . It was then shown that using this
new interface condition resulted in a convergence rate which behaves like 1− k δ−24 for
k → ∞, an improvement over the standard impedance interface condition. This then
allowed us to derive a lower bound on the number of Schwarz iterations for our iterative
algorithm in terms of k and . Furthermore this lower bound showed us that if  = k2
then we expect the Schwarz algorithm to converge in a number of iterations which is
independent of k.
In Chapter 4 we performed numerical experiments using the methods discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3. The first set of experiments investigated the overlapping Schwarz
algorithm and non-overlapping Schwarz algorithm with an additional second order
term in the interface condition. As obtaining a closed form solution for both of these
problems is technically very involved we solved both of the problems numerically and
conjectured the resulting behaviour for k →∞. The conjectured behaviour showed that
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we should expect improved convergence when including overlap (namely asymptotic
behaviour of the convergence rate of 1 − k δ−26 as k increases), or second order terms
without overlap (asymptotic behaviour of the convergence rate of 1−k δ−28 as k increases)
in the interface condition. Both of these conjectured results are original contributions.
In the second set of numerical experiments we implemented the two domain Schwarz
method as both an iterative solver and as a preconditioner for GMRES for the solution
of the complex shifted Helmholtz problem. We then tested the convergence of the
iterative algorithm and preconditioned GMRES using all of the interface conditions
mentioned in Chapter 2 and 3 in the Schwarz algorithm. The numerical results agreed
well with the convergence results presented previously, and when  = k2 convergence
independent of k was observed as expected. Finally we looked at using GMRES to
solve our original Helmholtz problem preconditioned with a domain decomposition
method (with multiple subdomains) involving solves with the Helmholtz problem with
a complex shift. The goal of these experiments was to examine how one should choose 
in the preconditioner to obtain the best convergence for GMRES. It was observed that
a choice of  ∼ k resulted in the lowest number of GMRES iterations. Furthermore
computations of the field of values of the preconditioned system using a two subdomain
decomposition showed that when  ∼ k the field of values was bounded away from the
origin.
In Chapter 5 we developed a new hybrid preconditioner for the solution of large scale
Helmholtz problems by combining the domain decomposition methods discussed previ-
ously with the sweeping preconditioner of Engquist and Ying [5]. We started by giving
a review of the sweeping preconditioner and PML boundary conditions which are es-
sential to the algorithm. This was followed by some model computations which showed
that a choice of  = k in the sweeping preconditioner resulted in the best performance
for GMRES. This was then followed by the main original contribution of this chap-
ter. We initially introduced the new hybrid method which replaces the direct solves
in the sweeping preconditioner with an iterative solver preconditioned with a domain
decomposition method (with multiple domains). This new method was then tested on
some challenging industrial model problems in 2D and 3D. However, there still remains
further work to make the method fully scalable in 3D.
Finally we suggest some possible directions for further work arising from this the-
sis:
• For overlapping optimised Schwarz methods and those where a second order term
is included in the interface condition, further work should be done to establish
closed form expressions for the optimised interface conditions.
• Currently the analysis presented in Chapters 2, 3 is only for a two subdomain
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decomposition, this should be extended to the multi subdomain case.
• Further work (which is being looked into by Paul Childs at Schlumberger) should
be done to make the hybrid preconditioner of Chapter 5 scalable in 3D. A possible
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